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welcome to the southern african connect.hubs directory

In this pdf, you will find the profiles of innovative and impactful creative / social impact hubs in Botswana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Zambia & Zimbabwe.

connect.hubs is a joint initiative, by the British Council Southern Africa Arts Cluster programme and the Developing Inclusive and Creative Economies Programme in partnership with Hivos, to support hubs in Southern Africa that drive the creative economies and create social impact in the region.

We define a hub as a physical or virtual place that brings enterprising people working in the creative, cultural and social impact industries together.

Creative and social hubs come in many shapes and sizes. They could be as small as a handful of people or as large as a tribe of thousands: from large buildings that house creative practitioners and businesses to temporary labs and incubation spaces which ignite innovations, or online networks that bring people together through annual programmes or events. While some spaces specialise in a specific sector (e.g design), others welcome a wide range of disciplines. Every hub is as unique as a fingerprint, as its model is determined by its geographic placement, cultural context, community requirements and unique funding model. Creative and social hubs have ultimately become ‘nests for freelancers and micro SMEs to gather’ (Prof. Andy Pratt: City, University of London).

Hubs are people focused and are facilitated by trusted individuals who are well-connected in their sectors – referred to as ‘hub managers’ or ‘hub leaders’ – that broker, maintain and curate relationships among their community. Creative and social hubs support diverse communities of artists, entrepreneurs, activists and culture producers.

The purpose of the Southern Africa connect.hubs directory is to foster connections, partnerships, learning and sharing between hubs. We encourage the use of this directory to communicate with the profiled hubs to spark collaboration or to access the products and services that they provide.

#connecthubs

contact
Electric South Team
connect.hubs@electricsouth.org

connect.hubs partners

British Council

The British Council is the United Kingdom’s international organisation for cultural relations and educational opportunities. British Council creates friendly knowledge and understanding between the people of the UK and other countries – creating opportunities, building connections and engendering trust.

British Council inspires connections between Southern Africa and the UK by enabling innovative creative insight, opportunities and building communities. The organisation does this by linking creative partners and audiences between the ages of 18 and 35 – online, offline and across disciplines – and focuses this engagement in Botswana, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe. British Council’s innovative Arts programme in Southern Africa spans from influencing policy and developing leadership and advocacy, to encouraging collaborations and supporting skills and opportunities.
for young entrepreneurs, and ensuring great art happens. With digital engagement at the core across its programmes, it speaks to a region that has leapt the digital divide by opting out of expensive wired connections and moving directly to wireless internet options. The Developing Inclusive and Creative Economies (DICE) programme is a 2-year initiative by the British Council. DICE explores the intersection between the social and creative economies as a means through which to tackle issues of unemployment and unequal economic growth for youth, women and girls and marginalised societies. DICE has been launched in the UK and 5 key emerging economies: South Africa, Brazil, Indonesia, Egypt and Pakistan. The programme attempts to create an enabling ecosystem for social and creative enterprises by providing direct support to individuals, as well as intermediary organisations and policy makers. Supporting social and creative hubs is a DICE priority area.

**Hivos**

Based on a track record of 50 years of partnering with frontrunners in daring, innovative and impactful development programs, Hivos seeks new and creative solutions to persistent global problems: solutions created by people taking their lives into their own hands. Hivos has also organised several Global Creative Hub meetings, such as the Creative Hub Thinktank in Southern Africa, the Coworking Summit in Tunisia, the Future of African Cities summit in Egypt and African Crossroads Summit – The 4th Industrial Revolution in Marrakesh, Morocco.

**Electric South**

New technologies must open up spaces for original voices and underrepresented narratives. As a non-profit company based in Cape Town, South Africa, Electric South exists to support artists across Africa in emerging storytelling, through labs, production and distribution. Electric South provides mentorship, production services, funding and exhibition for African storytellers to explore their worlds in immersive, interactive non-fiction content including virtual and augmented reality, web, mobile and digital media. "If you want to change the world, change the stories."

**Enthuse Afrika**

Enthuse Afrika is a group of digital storytellers that use the internet to collaborate on unusual projects to create new brand experiences and generate bankable ideas rooted in African context for global African audiences. African Creative narratives are at the core of their mandate as they facilitate practical digital skills development. Enthuse Afrika has been in existence for three years and has three publications including the Southern African creative expression focused flagship #ENTHUSE.

#connecthubs
The hubs fall in the following categories. To search the pdf by category, use Control + F / Command + F and the following keywords:

- Academia / Research
- Advertising / Marketing
- Agriculture
- Architecture / Urban Planning
- Books / Publishing
- Community Leadership
- Computer Science
- Crafts
- Cultural Heritage
- Design
- Digital Storytelling
- Education
- Entrepreneurship
- Fashion
- Film / TV
- Food
- Freelancers
- Healthcare
- Interactive Media
- Journalism
- Music
- Natural Environment
- Non-profit Organizations
- Performing Arts
- Photography
- Project Management
- Radio / Podcasts
- Social Justice
- Sports
- Technology
- Unemployment
- Visual Arts
- Web Development
- Women
- Youth
botswana
what we do
The hub is a unifying platform that brings together creatives and freelancers to network, create mutually beneficial synergies, professionalize their services and capacitate them to work with reputable entities.

our vision
The hub exists to help tell original African stories through art, film and literary publication and empower marginalized communities.

sector
Digital storytelling
Film / TV
Freelancers

we provide
Content creation
Professional development
Publicity / exposure

Connecta Agency
Botswana
est. April 2016

what we do
We offer a range of services from creative content production, content marketing, brand & PR strategy, event management, campaign management, VIP guest list management, to business and legal consultancy for creatives.

our vision
We are a collective of creative individuals, from various disciplines, bound together by a passion for building authentic narratives. We strive to give legitimacy to young people's creativity as a source of livelihood, as well as a means of commentating on our present realities.

sector
Advertising / marketing
Digital storytelling
Photography

we provide
Content creation
Events
Social media and digital marketing

DM Creative Brands
Botswana
est. Oct 2015

what we do
I Love Swag is a lifestyle magazine. A platform of youth empowerment built solely on improving local talent.

our vision
Our social mission is to build long lasting brands and recognition for local artists. We aim to be a fulcrum for artists to market and sell to the public domain.

sector
Advertising / marketing
Interactive media
Youth

we provide
Arts materials / supplies
Film screenings
Social media and digital marketing

I Love Swag Media
Botswana
est. June 2017

what we do
We offer a range of services from creative content production, content marketing, brand & PR strategy, event management, campaign management, VIP guest list management, to business and legal consultancy for creatives.

our vision
We are a collective of creative individuals, from various disciplines, bound together by a passion for building authentic narratives. We strive to give legitimacy to young people's creativity as a source of livelihood, as well as a means of commentating on our present realities.

sector
Advertising / marketing
Digital storytelling
Photography

we provide
Content creation
Events
Social media and digital marketing

DM Creative Brands
Botswana
est. Oct 2015

Maatlkagasa@gmail.com

dmcreativebrands@outlook.com
www.facebook.com/DMCREATIVEBRANDS
Twitter: @DMCB_BW
Instagram: @dmcreativebrands

iloveswagmedia@gmail.com
www.flipsnack.com/my-flipbooks/details/37631096
www.facebook/iloveswag/

I Love Swag Media
Botswana
est. June 2017

#connecthubs
what we do
An eco system that combines human capital development, SMME development and impact investing in order to provide solutions to unemployment, job creation and improved social contracts.

our vision
We use our connections/travels to connect startups to the world, we create e-platforms with partner countries for startups to scale up. We have exchange programme to expose our startups to the world. We are all about experiences assisting local hubs to scale up.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Women
Youth

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Co-working space
Professional development

tebby@nesthubs.co.bw
www.nesthubs.co.bw

what we do
The STEM Aviation Leadership Centre deals with the advancement of young women and girls in robotics and coding. Our program includes innovation, capacity building and leadership, youth volunteer experiences, aviation and aerospace career awareness, introduction to drone technology as well as cultural indigenous games, folklore and business and entrepreneurial skills.

our vision
To develop the next generation of STEM Aviation Business Leaders of Tomorrow, not only in Botswana but across the African continent. To contribute positively to the country’s Vision 2036, Agenda 2063 of the Africa We Want and UN sustainable development goals to leave No Child Behind For African development.

sector
Education
Technology
Youth

we provide
Leadership development
Mentorship
Training
daretodreamhub@gmail.com
www.daretodream.co.bw
lesotho
what we do
Selibeng is the premier resource for connecting passionate professionals to meaningful and exciting opportunities. Whether one is looking for the first job, a better job or just want to manage the direction of their career and explore educational opportunities, Selibeng offers the resources to make it happen.

our vision
We believe in equality of opportunity and therefore believe every individual should have a chance to compete equally for opportunities with lucrative benefits. Through Selibeng.com and Selibeng Career Clinics, we aim to aid all individuals to grow and advance in their professional life and play in the economic game.

sector
Education
Unemployment
Youth

we provide
Content creation
Professional development
Workshops

hello@selibeng.com
selibeng.com
www.facebook.com/selibengls/
Twitter: @SelibengJobs
madagascar
**La Teinturerie**

**What we do**
We are the only contemporary art center of Madagascar, hosting weekly art events: exhibition, concert, performance, workshops, conferences, video screening. We also host artist in residencies and annually the festival d’art urbain when we create in the public space.

**Our vision**
Our aim is to promote, to train and to support artists. There is no art school and poor art institutions in Madagascar. We make links between artists and their audience and bring art in the public space to broaden the audience.

**Sector**
Music
Performing arts
Visual arts

**We provide**
Events
Exhibition
Workshops

---

**Youth Impact Lab**

**What we do**
Youth First is a youth-led organisation aiming to empower and equip them to become changemakers. In order to implement its mission, Youth First created the YIL which is a safe place for young people to think and design innovative projects.

**Our vision**
We believe that young people with resources and capacities can become effective changemakers. That’s why YIL offers workshops to build capacities of youth, and offers co-working space for youth led organisations.

**Sector**
Community leadership
Entrepreneurship
Youth

**We provide**
Co-working space
Leadership development
Training

---

**La Teinturerie**

**Email:** lateinturerie.isart@gmail.com
**Website:** teinturerie-isart.mg
**Facebook:** www.facebook.com/isartGalerie/

**Youth Impact Lab**

**Email:** youthimpactlab@youthfirstmadagascar.org
**Website:** youthfirstmadagascar.org/en/
malawi
**Africa Foundation Against Illiteracy**

**what we do**
AFAI promotes literacy and entrepreneurship among youth. To achieve this, we provide teaching and learning materials to schools in need. We also teach and facilitate both academic and entrepreneurship workshops aimed at arming the youth with extra skills, approaches to different learning environments and knowledge about the importance of literacy.

**our vision**
AFAI exists to promote literacy in Africa by partnering with relevant stakeholders in dealing with challenges that hinder progress in the education sector. Its aim is to complement government’s efforts in reduction of illiteracy in the country through helping the poor, vulnerable and marginalized groups to have access to education.

**sector**
- Education
- Entrepreneurship
- Technology

**we provide**
- Computers / information technology access
- Training
- Workshops

afaicharity@gmail.com
afaime.org
www.facebook.com/afaicharity
Twitter: @afaicharity
Instagram: @afaicharity

---

**Art and Global Health Center Africa**

**what we do**
The Art and Global Health Center Africa (ArtGlo) fosters creative leadership and implements innovative, arts-based, health-oriented programmes that inspire and mobilise.

**our vision**
Our vision is to serve as an "incubator" for arts-based approaches to actionable social change, creating replicable models that challenge barriers to healthy living.

**sector**
- Entrepreneurship
- Non-profit organizations
- Youth

**we provide**
- Activism, advocacy or lobbying
- Leadership development
- Workshops

artandglobal@gmail.com
www.aghcafrica.org
www.facebook.com/artgloafrica/
Twitter: @artgloafrica
Instagram: @artgloafrica

---

**Creative Menace**

**what we do**
Creative Menace incubates artistic talents. Our hub offers artists credible platforms to expose their arts and talents. We also aim to educate the masses through art and to offer a platform to use art as a tool for development in our country.

**our vision**
Our hub thrives on collaboration. We want to be recognized as an active member and supporter of the arts. Not only so but we aim to address social issues through art and collaborations. Hence our involvement in different art projects and concepts.

**sector**
- Advertising / marketing
- Cultural heritage

**we provide**
- Events
- Exhibition
- Social media and digital marketing

www.facebook.com/cr8ivemenace/
Twitter: @cr8ivemenace
Instagram: @cr8ivemenace

---

**Africa Foundation Against Illiteracy**

**what we do**
AFAI promotes literacy and entrepreneurship among youth. To achieve this, we provide teaching and learning materials to schools in need. We also teach and facilitate both academic and entrepreneurship workshops aimed at arming the youth with extra skills, approaches to different learning environments and knowledge about the importance of literacy.

**our vision**
AFAI exists to promote literacy in Africa by partnering with relevant stakeholders in dealing with challenges that hinder progress in the education sector. Its aim is to complement government’s efforts in reduction of illiteracy in the country through helping the poor, vulnerable and marginalized groups to have access to education.

**sector**
- Education
- Entrepreneurship
- Technology

**we provide**
- Computers / information technology access
- Training
- Workshops

afaicharity@gmail.com
afaime.org
www.facebook.com/afaicharity
Twitter: @afaicharity
Instagram: @afaicharity

---

**Art and Global Health Center Africa**

**what we do**
The Art and Global Health Center Africa (ArtGlo) fosters creative leadership and implements innovative, arts-based, health-oriented programmes that inspire and mobilise.

**our vision**
Our vision is to serve as an "incubator" for arts-based approaches to actionable social change, creating replicable models that challenge barriers to healthy living.

**sector**
- Entrepreneurship
- Non-profit organizations
- Youth

**we provide**
- Activism, advocacy or lobbying
- Leadership development
- Workshops

artandglobal@gmail.com
www.aghcafrica.org
www.facebook.com/artgloafrica/
Twitter: @artgloafrica
Instagram: @artgloafrica

---

**Creative Menace**

**what we do**
Creative Menace incubates artistic talents. Our hub offers artists credible platforms to expose their arts and talents. We also aim to educate the masses through art and to offer a platform to use art as a tool for development in our country.

**our vision**
Our hub thrives on collaboration. We want to be recognized as an active member and supporter of the arts. Not only so but we aim to address social issues through art and collaborations. Hence our involvement in different art projects and concepts.

**sector**
- Advertising / marketing
- Cultural heritage

**we provide**
- Events
- Exhibition
- Social media and digital marketing

www.facebook.com/cr8ivemenace/
Twitter: @cr8ivemenace
Instagram: @cr8ivemenace
**Duntu Creative Hub**

*Malawi*

**est. July 2018**

**what we do**
Duntu Creative Hub connects creative individuals in Malawi by offering them opportunities to learn about narrative film making with a focus on the African aesthetic and culture. We provide edit suites, screening rooms, audio studios and other facilities to help in all three stages of the film making process.

**our vision**
Duntu Creative Hub is a collective of creatives focused on advancing the African aesthetic and culture through film and design.

**sector**
Film / TV
Freelancers
Visual arts

**we provide**
Content creation
Photography / videography
Workshops

dunustudios@gmail.com
Instagram: @duntuntu

---

**Eye level art mw**

*Malawi*

**est. Sept 2016**

**what we do**
We provide Media and ICT training to underprivileged youth.

**our vision**
To empower a generation in ICT / Media.

**sector**
Advertising / marketing
Entrepreneurship
Photography

**we provide**
Co-working space
Design
Marketing strategy

bookings@eyelevelartmw.com
www.eyelevelartmw.com
www.facebook.com/eyelevelartmw
Twitter: @mpambejr
Instagram: @eyelevelart

---

**GirlsLoud RockCamp Malawi**

*Malawi*

**est. Aug 2018**

**what we do**
We create a safe environment for girls to learn and play music, as we also discuss issues that affect them on their daily basis, on gender balance, inclusion, education and lifestyle.

**our vision**
It exists to have an informed society proactively engage with their concerns as well as help girls and their community.

**sector**
Education
Performing arts
Youth

**we provide**
Arts materials / supplies
Events
Workshops

nehnenyasulumju@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/GirlsLoudRockCampMw

---

#connecthubs

---
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Kuwala Creatives

what we do
Kuwala Creatives is a diverse talents collective in Malawi. We search, train, represent and manage some of the best talents from disadvantaged backgrounds in Malawi and help them create an online presence.

our vision
Our mission is to help talents connect with projects where they would never do on their own. We exist to create a global market for Malawian talents, helping them turn their passions and talents into businesses.

we provide
- Business tools / strategy
- Content creation
- Professional development

sector
- Entrepreneurship
- Performing arts
- Unemployment

Malawi
est. March 2017

Letswai

what we do
Letswai connects creatives, and non-creatives and creates digital media content. We reach our community via speech and concept documents. Our contribution is also through various arts for self-expression, distribution, marketing and/or publication.

our vision
Letswai is a resourceful creative hub which exists to develop leaders out of artists. We envision providing solutions that will transform Africa by using art, media, creative events and digital skills to develop leaders for today and tomorrow.

we provide
- Content creation
- Events
- Leadership development

sector
- Fashion
- Music
- Visual arts

Malawi
est. Feb 2016

Mind Foundation

what we do
Our hub provides a space for children to learn technology, develop TV and radio content specifically on technology. We also develop education software for children. Every weekend children come to the hub and learn about technology and how they can apply it in their daily lives and integrate with art.

our vision
To create a conducive environment for children to have access to technology, develop content for TV and radio and also develop apps for children. If children are exposed to the possibilities that come with technology, we hope that they can be able to have a sustainable future.

we provide
- Computers / information technology access
- Content creation
- Physical space

sector
- Digital storytelling
- Education
- Technology

Malawi
est. Dec 2014
Mzuzu Entrepreneur Hub

what we do
We are an entrepreneurship and innovation hub providing shared working space and technical assistance to start up and early stage companies by linking them to a network of services for success.

our vision
We believe that growth in the number of small businesses formed, job creation, establishment of an entrepreneurial environment will lead to a better Malawi.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Women
Youth

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Co-working space
Workshops

malaw@socialhub.org
www.mzuzuehub.org
www.facebook.com/mzuzuehub/
Twitter: @mzuzuehub
Instagram: @mzuzuehub

OneFive Entertainment

what we do
1Five Entertainment is an events and entertainment hub that was founded to bring together artists, music lovers, entrepreneurs, innovators, scholars, and students together in one place to display their talents and skills as well as to share ideas, solutions and fun.

our vision
1Five Entertainment exists to provide the following: 1. Affordable events venues for the upcoming artists. 2. Rehearsal space. 3. Audio & Video content production spaces 4. Family entertainment 5. Exclusive cozy places to hang out with influential people.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Music
Visual arts

we provide
Events
Fundraising
Publicity / exposure

onefiveent@outlook.com
www.facebook.com/1fiveent/
Twitter: @1fiveent
Instagram: @1fiveent

Story Ink Africa

what we do
We host monthly storytelling events where writers of different levels of experience can read their stories to a live audience. We also promote the writers online, and foster collaborations between all actors in the literature industry – mentors, publishers, distributors and promoters.

our vision
We saw a gap where fiction in Malawi had no space to be celebrated, and 2 writers Ekari Mbvundula and Wonawaka Gondwe created the storytelling sessions. We aim to facilitate writers journey’s from amateurs to published authors whose books can be sold internationally.

sector
Books/ publishing
Digital storytelling
Performing arts

we provide
Mentorship
Physical space
Social media and digital marketing

storytellingmw@gmail.com
Zaluso Arts
Malawi
est. July 2014

what we do
Zaluso Arts is a creative hub that aims to promote arts in Malawi and the region by creating a community where artists can meet to learn, inspire and grow together. Our disciplines of affiliation are traditional paintings, street art, digital art, film, art events and workshops.

our vision
Zaluso Arts exists to make art a viable career option for young people through inspiring and training them. We create, promote and appreciate artistic content that holds substance in order to activate positive behavior changes in our communities and beyond. Finally, we provide art lovers with endless eye candy!

sector
Entrepreneurship
Visual arts
Youth

we provide
Arts materials / supplies
Co-working space
Events

Zomba Entrepreneurs Hub
Malawi
est. April 2017

what we do
At the hub we provide affordable co-working space, access to internet, printing materials and other office needs to young entrepreneurs. Then we link the young entrepreneurs to mentors, new networks and investors.

our vision
The hub exists to drill, teach and empower the youth in general with skills to help them venture into entrepreneurship. This is done by providing a unique ecosystem of resources, inspiration, and collaboration opportunities to grow impact of entrepreneurs through creation of employment for fellow youth.

sector
Advertising / marketing
Entrepreneurship
Unemployment

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Co-working space
Exhibition

zalusoarts@gmail.com
www.zalusoarts.com
www.facebook.com/zalusoarts/
Twitter: @Zalusoarts
Instagram: @zalusoarts

info@cfmemalawi.org
www.cfmemalawi.org
www.facebook.com/cffme
Twitter: @CFMEMALAWI
mauritius
**Caudan Arts Centre**

**Mauritius**
est. Dec 2018

**what we do**
As the first arts centre in Mauritius, we present and host performances emanating from different traditions, cultures and languages. We also work with emerging artists and we offer creative opportunities for all, through workshops, courses and other programmes to open access to the arts.

**our vision**
We have set ourselves an ambitious goal: Creativity for All. We want everyone to get access to the arts and we also want to take the arts to the people, in different areas and communities, especially for women and children in order to empower through the arts.

**sector**
Music
Performing arts
Visual arts

**we provide**
Events
Training
Workshops

**Future females invest**

**Mauritius**
est. July 2018

**what we do**
We connect female entrepreneurs who run or want to run businesses with a social purpose to each other and to women in businesses and leaders for mentoring and support. We provide peer support, coaching and a place to connect.

**our mission**
Our mission is to: Enable women to see entrepreneurship as a viable career option; Support women to tackle the planet’s toughest challenges using entrepreneurship; Create network of female social entrepreneurs who are leading change; Connect female social entrepreneurs to business; Provide training and support; and Enable female social entrepreneurs to access investment.

**sector**
Community leadership
Entrepreneurship
Women

**we provide**
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Leadership development
Personal development

---

**Festival International SAGAM**

**Mauritius**
est. Jan 2018

**what we do**
Festival international SAGAM is a dance festival, the first of its kind in Mauritius. We collaborate with numerous nations of the Indian oceans and Africa. This project is to professionalise Mauritian dancers during workshops and at the same time allow Mauritian talents to be in the spotlight.

**our vision**
The Festival International SAGAM provides children in the non-profit organisation with the opportunities to learn from among the best dancers and choreographers in the Indian Ocean. Following this workshop they are awarded a certificate.

**sector**
Non-profit organizations
Project management
Youth

**we provide**
Professional development
Training
Workshops

---

**Future females invest**

**Mauritius**
est. Jan 2018

**what we do**
We connect female entrepreneurs who run or want to run businesses with a social purpose to each other and to women in businesses and leaders for mentoring and support. We provide peer support, coaching and a place to connect.

**our vision**
Our mission is to: Enable women to see entrepreneurship as a viable career option; Support women to tackle the planet’s toughest challenges using entrepreneurship; Create network of female social entrepreneurs who are leading change; Connect female social entrepreneurs to business; Provide training and support; and Enable female social entrepreneurs to access investment.

**sector**
Community leadership
Entrepreneurship
Women

**we provide**
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Leadership development
Personal development

---

theatre@caudan.com
www.caudanartscentre.com
www.facebook.com/caudanartscentre/

aysha@futurefemales.org
www.futurefemales.org

srdance@hotmail.fr
Imiloa
Mauritius
est. Oct 2012

what we do
Our venue is a platform for local businesses, entrepreneurs, charities, artists, students and creatives alike, to exhibit and sell their work, to future their careers, and to enable them to gain exposure in and around Mauritius.

our vision
Our socially minded project is devoted to the promotion and production of art and design and innovative business. Imiloa not only creates a platform that will build and enrich skillsets, but also encourages diversity and experimentation in the arts, business and world of creativity. Imiloa provides an outlet supporting innovation.

sector
Crafts
Cultural heritage
Entrepreneurship
we provide
Design
Exhibition
Workshops

Lakaz d’Art
Mauritius
est. Aug 2018

what we do
A space for creatives to meet & exchange ideas (through events & organic meet ups); to collaborate & create (through a co-working system & project supports); and to learn & experiment (through workshops and masterclasses). Our aim is to create a strong creative community that can learn from one another.

our vision
Lakaz d’Art exists for three main reasons: There is no formal network of artists in Mauritius; there is no physical space for creatives to meet (most of them meet in bars, café, and/or events); and more than 50% of local artists are self-taught and have very few learning opportunities.

sector
Books / publishing
Education
Visual arts
we provide
Arts materials / supplies
Physical space
Workshops

Mama Jaz
Mauritius
est. April 2016

what we do
We hold the only jazz month in the southern hemisphere, from the 1st of April to the 1st of May since 2017.

our vision
We reach 134 villages, 125 beaches, 4 towns and 1 capital in Mauritius; we network with the world.

sector
Music
Performing arts
Networking
we provide
Content creation
Events
Professional development

#connecthubs
what we do
Partage is an artist-led art organisation which promotes art in Mauritius. It aims at connecting the local and the international art scenes, challenging insularity, creating further opportunities for local artists through local and international exhibitions, conferences, workshops and residencies.

our vision
We advocate for art and encourage cultural exchanges across social, political and economic barriers. We aim to develop an audience and a market for contemporary art in Mauritius and the region; bring more interaction between artists, art students and the public; and create opportunities for young artists. Educational and cultural outreach is central to Partage’s mission.

sector
Design
Photography
Visual arts

we provide
Exhibition
Professional development
Workshops

partage
Mauritius
est. Nov 2004

what we do
Porteurs d’Images is an association which aims to contribute to the development and promotion of Mauritian cinema. The association brings together Mauritian filmmakers around an annual major event: Île Courts – International Short Films Festival of Mauritius. Our activities: free film screenings, trainings, short film production and film education.

our vision
We believe that it is crucial that we tell our own stories to nurture the development of a collective imagination, of a way of thinking, and of cinematic references that are distinctly ours, so that each of us can better understand their identity and the ways we relate with others.

sector
Digital storytelling
Film / TV
Youth

we provide
Film screenings
Mentorship
Workshops

Porteurs d’Images
Mauritius
est. May 2009

what we do
The Hive is a multi site coworking space located in different cities in Mauritius. We provide shared working-spaces, meeting-rooms, conference-rooms and private-offices for entrepreneurs, freelancers, start-uppers and those working from home, who wish to experience the new working lifestyle and be more efficient while escaping from the traditional office spaces.

our vision
The Hive is a flexible and innovative working space where people can work, meet & connect. We are “more-than-a-workplace”, we are a growing community of like-minded-people who will support you to grow your business. Our vision is to change the working lifestyle, for more productivity and better work-life balance.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Freelancers

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Co-working space
Events

The Hive
Mauritius
est. Nov 2017

#connecthubs
what we do

We are a leading business incubator for start-ups and entrepreneurs in Mauritius with a co-working space. We work hard to give the best tools, workshops and services to better help our incubates. We organize various collaborative events to promote entrepreneurship and innovation and partner with various international incubators.

our vision

Our hub exists to promote the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Mauritius and the Indian ocean. We help entrepreneurs and start-ups to launch and expand their businesses sustainably. We believe that we are an island with very talented people and we can help them to better showcase it through business.

sector

Entrepreneurship
Innovation

we provide

Business tools / strategy
Co-working space
Events

hello@turbine.mu
turbine.mu
www.facebook.com/turbine.incubating.ideas/
Instagram: @turbine.innovators.hub
mozambique
what we do
Helps at-risk children by providing psycho-social support using principles of meditation which our gifted members have acquired in partnership with Word Peace and Mental Health in partnership with The Africa Umbrella For Mental Health Society.

our vision
We select in the community - children at risk - and we give support within the possibilities (Material support). We teach the same children fundamental principles of mental health and peace through meditation.

sector
Community leadership
Education
Healthcare

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Health services
Leadership development

APIDRA
Mozambique
est. Sept 2018

what we do
Django Girls is a non-profit organization and a community that empowers and helps women to organize free, one-day programming workshops by providing tools, resources and support. In Mozambique we are organizing workshop to introduce web development.

our vision
We need more opportunities that integrate women with technology, where they can be able to experiment, make mistakes, ask questions, help and receive help in such an open and caring environment.

sector
Technology
Web development
Women

we provide
Computers / information technology access
Technical support – IT, software or computer services
Workshops

djangogrismoz
Mozambique
est. Jan 2018

what we do
IVERCA works in a community development project that explores the cultural heritage of a historic neighbourhood of Maputo called MAFALALA. In this context, IVERCA has put together the “Mafalala walking tour”, the “Mafalala Festival”, “Mafalala Library” and now we are building the “Mafalala Museum” due to open in March 2019.

our vision
Our hub exists to raise awareness of the city of Maputo’s history, and work on identity and memory. We explore an alternative narrative of our history and create job opportunities for the community based on a creative economy of Mafalala.

sector
Cultural heritage
Entrepreneurship
Youth

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Leadership development

Mafalala
Mozambique
est. July 2009

#connecthubs

amanciomaechane@gmail.com
crive@gmail.com
gerai@iverca.org
www.iverca.org
www.facebook.com/iverca
what we do

Nzango Artist Residency offers a creative place to professional musicians, students of music and other artists where they can work, learn, exchange knowledge, create together as well as establish contact with the local and international artistic movement. The residency includes a professional rehearsing and recording studio and instrument construction.

our vision

The creative mission of our hub is to generate collaborations that contribute to the professional development of artists and the recreation of traditional music in a more contemporary and understandable way. By working with communities, our hub passes good ways of living and a creative mindset to the youth.

sector

Cultural heritage
Education
Music

we provide

Professional development
Workshops
Artist Collaboration Space

matchumezango@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/NzangoArtistResidency/

Orange Corners Maputo

Mozambique
est. Dec 2017

what we do

We offer an incubation program which includes: practical workshops, mentoring with experienced professionals and entrepreneurs, moments of inspiration, masterclasses with experts, networking events, business advisory, visibility, exposure to markets and opportunities. It also offers a flexible and dynamic work-space and entrepreneurship boot-camps in partnership with dutch universities and companies.

our vision

OCM is the spot where young university students and recent graduates have access to everything they need to get their ideas off the paper and make their dreams come true. It was initiated by the Netherlands after recognizing the vast entrepreneurial potential in Africa which has for long been unsupported.

sector

Community leadership
Entrepreneurship
Youth

we provide

Business tools / strategy
Co-working space
Workshops

maputo@orangecorners.com
www.orangecorners.co.mz
www.facebook.com/OrangeCornersMZ
Twitter: @OrangeCornersMZ
Instagram: @OrangeCornersMZ

Projecto Obuntos

Mozambique
est. March 2017

what we do

We make acoustic music with poetry. We are a group of revolutionaries, activists and motivational speakers who want to change the world.

our vision

Our social mission is to reduce drug abuse and prostitution in Mozambique and our cultural mission is to revolutionize the culture of Mozambique with greater emphasis on youth.

sector

Cultural heritage
Music
Youth

we provide

Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Business tools / strategy
Music, poetry, activism and leadership

alexandrecumaio12@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/ObuntosMz/

what we do

Nzango Artist Residency offers a creative place to professional musicians, students of music and other artists where they can work, learn, exchange knowledge, create together as well as establish contact with the local and international artistic movement. The residency includes a professional rehearsing and recording studio and instrument construction.

our vision

The creative mission of our hub is to generate collaborations that contribute to the professional development of artists and the recreation of traditional music in a more contemporary and understandable way. By working with communities, our hub passes good ways of living and a creative mindset to the youth.

sector

Cultural heritage
Education
Music

we provide

Professional development
Workshops
Artist Collaboration Space

matchumezango@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/NzangoArtistResidency/

Orange Corners Maputo

Mozambique
est. Dec 2017

what we do

We offer an incubation program which includes: practical workshops, mentoring with experienced professionals and entrepreneurs, moments of inspiration, masterclasses with experts, networking events, business advisory, visibility, exposure to markets and opportunities. It also offers a flexible and dynamic work-space and entrepreneurship boot-camps in partnership with dutch universities and companies.

our vision

OCM is the spot where young university students and recent graduates have access to everything they need to get their ideas off the paper and make their dreams come true. It was initiated by the Netherlands after recognizing the vast entrepreneurial potential in Africa which has for long been unsupported.

sector

Community leadership
Entrepreneurship
Youth

we provide

Business tools / strategy
Co-working space
Workshops

maputo@orangecorners.com
www.orangecorners.co.mz
www.facebook.com/OrangeCornersMZ
Twitter: @OrangeCornersMZ
Instagram: @OrangeCornersMZ

Projecto Obuntos

Mozambique
est. March 2017

what we do

We make acoustic music with poetry. We are a group of revolutionaries, activists and motivational speakers who want to change the world.

our vision

Our social mission is to reduce drug abuse and prostitution in Mozambique and our cultural mission is to revolutionize the culture of Mozambique with greater emphasis on youth.

sector

Cultural heritage
Music
Youth

we provide

Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Business tools / strategy
Music, poetry, activism and leadership

alexandrecumaio12@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/ObuntosMz/

what we do

Nzango Artist Residency offers a creative place to professional musicians, students of music and other artists where they can work, learn, exchange knowledge, create together as well as establish contact with the local and international artistic movement. The residency includes a professional rehearsing and recording studio and instrument construction.

our vision

The creative mission of our hub is to generate collaborations that contribute to the professional development of artists and the recreation of traditional music in a more contemporary and understandable way. By working with communities, our hub passes good ways of living and a creative mindset to the youth.

sector

Cultural heritage
Education
Music

we provide

Professional development
Workshops
Artist Collaboration Space

matchumezango@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/NzangoArtistResidency/

Orange Corners Maputo

Mozambique
est. Dec 2017

what we do

We offer an incubation program which includes: practical workshops, mentoring with experienced professionals and entrepreneurs, moments of inspiration, masterclasses with experts, networking events, business advisory, visibility, exposure to markets and opportunities. It also offers a flexible and dynamic work-space and entrepreneurship boot-camps in partnership with dutch universities and companies.

our vision

OCM is the spot where young university students and recent graduates have access to everything they need to get their ideas off the paper and make their dreams come true. It was initiated by the Netherlands after recognizing the vast entrepreneurial potential in Africa which has for long been unsupported.

sector

Community leadership
Entrepreneurship
Youth

we provide

Business tools / strategy
Co-working space
Workshops

maputo@orangecorners.com
www.orangecorners.co.mz
www.facebook.com/OrangeCornersMZ
Twitter: @OrangeCornersMZ
Instagram: @OrangeCornersMZ

Projecto Obuntos

Mozambique
est. March 2017

what we do

We make acoustic music with poetry. We are a group of revolutionaries, activists and motivational speakers who want to change the world.

our vision

Our social mission is to reduce drug abuse and prostitution in Mozambique and our cultural mission is to revolutionize the culture of Mozambique with greater emphasis on youth.

sector

Cultural heritage
Music
Youth

we provide

Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Business tools / strategy
Music, poetry, activism and leadership

alexandrecumaio12@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/ObuntosMz/
what we do
Wona was formed to showcase a diverse portfolio of Mozambican artists on a National and International level, to create job opportunities for creative professionals, and to nurture Mozambican artists and galleries.

our vision
To build a professional and sustainable arts industry in Mozambique and the Southern Africa region.

sector
Freelancers
Visual arts
Youth

we provide
Marketplace
Professional development
Training

wonaistosee@gmail.com
wonaistosee.com
Namibia
what we do
The hub takes in PR, Marketing and creative students to mentorship and on the job training. It also helps creatives with skills and knowledge transfer.

our vision
Our main focus is to assist the creative industry with skills transfer and also to give them an opportunity to upgrade their skills.

sector
Fashion
Interactive media
Journalism

we provide
Marketing strategy
Publicity / exposure
Social media and digital marketing

Global Shapers Windhoek Hub

what we do
Our Hub brings together young people from different backgrounds to serve their City, Windhoek.

our vision
Our mission is to know our city and learn about its challenges so that we can solve them.

sector
Community leadership
Social justice
Youth

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Fundraising
Leadership development

Global Shapers Windhoek Hub

what we do
Art development using the LCM model. First, Artists LEARN the skills/knowledge, second, artists are mentored/support to start CREATING art products/services, and last, artist are linked to potential buyers to MARKET their products/services. The LCM model is housed under one roof.

our vision
Our mission is to serve as a one-time stop centre which focuses on the value chain where aspiring artists will learn and be mentored to create, market their art products and services.

sector
Non-profit organizations

we provide
Mentorship
Workshops
Provide physical space for artists to operate from and sell their products/services

Home of the Arts HOTA

what we do
The hub takes in PR, Marketing and creative students to mentorship and on the job training. It also helps creatives with skills and knowledge transfer.

our vision
Our main focus is to assist the creative industry with skills transfer and also to give them an opportunity to upgrade their skills.

sector
Fashion
Interactive media
Journalism

we provide
Marketing strategy
Publicity / exposure
Social media and digital marketing

Home of the Arts HOTA
**Namibia Diverse Women's Association**

**what we do**
We are an activist association that fights for the rights of women from all backgrounds regardless of their sexuality.

**our vision**
Women usually face a tremendous amount of discrimination, moreover women with a sexuality that is not heterosexual face a larger amount of discrimination. We stand to fight for the rights of such women and to raise awareness campaigns around some parts of our country.

**sector**
Cultural heritage
Social justice
Women

**we provide**
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Mentorship
Workshops

---

**OEDC**

**what we do**
Entrepreneurship Development Cell bridges the gap between ideas and the market product by helping aspiring entrepreneurs to gain skills and channelize their goals.

**our vision**
The EDC program coaches entrepreneurs in starting and running an enterprise, from generating ideas until running profitably. The objective of the EDC is to ensure the ideas of aspiring entrepreneurs are turned into operating businesses. They will form part of a one year program.

**sector**
Enterprise development
Non-profit organizations
Youth

**we provide**
Co-working space
Exhibition
Mentorship

---

**Okahao Entrepreneurship Development Cell**

**what we do**
Entrepreneurship Development Cell bridges the gap between ideas and the market product by helping aspiring entrepreneurs to gain skills and channelize their goals.

**our vision**
The EDC program coaches entrepreneurs in starting and running an enterprise, from generating ideas until running profitably. The objective of the EDC is to ensure the ideas of aspiring entrepreneurs are turned into operating businesses. They will form part of a one year program.

**sector**
Entrepreneurship
Non-profit organizations
Youth

**we provide**
Co-working space
Exhibition
Mentorship

---

**Namibia Diverse Women's Association**

**what we do**
We are an activist association that fights for the rights of women from all backgrounds regardless of their sexuality.

**our vision**
Women usually face a tremendous amount of discrimination, moreover women with a sexuality that is not heterosexual face a larger amount of discrimination. We stand to fight for the rights of such women and to raise awareness campaigns around some parts of our country.

**sector**
Cultural heritage
Social justice
Women

**we provide**
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Mentorship
Workshops

---

**Something Artsy**

**what we do**
A place where art lovers can meet, mingle and submerge themselves in their passion for arts and craft. A space where people can come in and create. A fun, friendly & relaxed atmosphere where individuals can explore their artistic creativity that is always open. “Come in. Make Art. Have Fun.”

**our vision**
Something-Artsy fulfills the need for more creative social events, in Namibia, with the aim to spark people’s inner creativity and imagination in a fun and interactive setting. We are an independently operated Art Studio driven to provide Art and Creative opportunities to all.

**sector**
Advertising / marketing
Crafts
Visual arts

**we provide**
Arts materials / supplies
Co-working space
Workshops

---

vicky06nghipondoka@yahoo.com

#connecthubs
what we do
We are an online platform where creatives and industry professionals are celebrated through the articles and features. We also provide internships to journalism and PR students.

our vision
There wasn’t a platform for creatives and industry professionals to be assisted through skills transfer and knowledge exchange.

sector
Digital storytelling
Interactive media
Journalism

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Publicity / exposure
Social media and digital marketing

vaultz.connect@gmail.com
www.vaultz.weebly.com
www.facebook.com/vaultzconnect
Twitter: @vaultzconnect
Instagram: @vaultzconnect
south africa
what we do

The African Consciousness Institute works to bolster the success, self-knowledge and wellbeing of Africans, both at home and in the diaspora by holding workshops, cultural events and retreats that help Africans get to know themselves and their strengths.

our vision

Africa and Africans can’t thrive without knowing and understanding themselves. Right now Africanness is trendy, but our lives are not that short-lived. We need to be able to grow into the leaders we can be so that what we create is authentic, thoughtful and legacy-bearing.

sector

Cultural heritage
Healthcare
Music

we provide

Events
Leadership development
Personal development

African Consciousness Institute
South Africa
est. April 2016

what we do

Africartoons is a creative hub for Africa’s socio-political (editorial) cartoonists. We work with many top cartoonists in South(ern) Africa, and we’re slowly growing our footprint across the continent. We’re the biggest cartoonists’ hub in Africa. Amongst other things, we host an archive, seminars, talks, workshops, exhibitions, publish books, etc.

our vision

Our mission is to advance the freedom of expression in Africa through the promotion of editorial cartoons, and to advance editorial cartooning by bringing cartoonists closer together. Cartoonists often work in isolation and under threat of censorship (or worse). We aim to promote their rights, viability, and help improve skills.

sector

Journalism
Non-profit organizations
Social justice

we provide

Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Exhibition
Mentorship

Africartoons
South Africa
est. July 2008

what we do

Arkology (‘architecture’ + ‘ecology’) is a collective of designers, visual artists, musicians, craftsmen and lighting specialists creating immersive, multimedia-driven experiences through local events and interactive art experiments.

our vision

We strive to play an interdisciplinary orchestra at the intersection of art, science and sustainability in order to produce impactful experiences and to drive social transformation.

sector

Design
Interactive media
Music

we provide

Co-working space
Events
Exhibition

Arkology
South Africa
est. Feb 2017

iamshibaandthisismyemail@gmail.com
www.africanconsciousnessinstitute.com
www.facebook.com/africanconsciousnessinstitute/

info@africartoons.com
www.africartoons.com
www.facebook.com/africartoons
Twitter: @africartoons

arkologycollective@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/arkologycollective
Instagram: @arkologycollective
what we do
Art Meets is an ongoing collaboration between artists, curators and writers. Through exhibitions, content production, information sharing and gatherings, we contribute toward accessible and sustainable art practice in support of a layered and collaborative contemporary cultural landscape. Our most recent project is the Art Meets app, created to facilitate this.

our vision
To connect people through art. Art as a tool to connect to our own histories and beyond our differences. We aim to ensure sustainable careers for artists and produce an alternative archive for students, ensuring parallel practices are present in shaping our definitions of both historical and contemporary art practice.

sector
Education
Interactive media
Visual arts

we provide
Content creation
Exhibition
Professional development

info@artmeetsapp.com
artmeets.agency
www.facebook.com/artmeetsstv/
Twitter: @artmeetsstv
Instagram: @art_meets_tv_

what we do
ArtEC is a relevant, sustainable and contemporary space; supporting and mentoring a diverse and inclusive community of creatives. Actively working to contribute and contend with the South African visual landscape, while fostering the value of art and arts engagement with the public.

our vision
ArtEC works to provide appropriate assistance, guidance, and encouragement through workshops, exhibitions, and events that deliberately add to and compete with South African creative spheres. We intend to create a self-supporting, contemporary space that celebrates a plurality of identities, whilst developing a high regard for the arts through public participation.

sector
Crafts
Visual arts
Youth

we provide
Exhibition
Mentorship
Workshops

gallery@artecpe.co.za
www.artecpe.co.za
www.facebook.com/ArtECPE/
Twitter: @artecpe
Instagram: @artecpe

what we do
ATOM hosts audiovisual events that are characterised by deep electronic music, with synchronised visuals, to create an engaging space for the audience.

our vision
ATOM is a creative collective that nurtures interpersonal engagement through exhilaration of the senses and mind. Throughout time, people have gathered in groups to transcend individuality and engage in a unified state, and it is this state that the collective sets out to manifest.

sector
Interactive media
Music
Visual arts

we provide
Content creation
Events
Personal development

theatomcollective@gmail.com
atomcollective.co.za
www.facebook.com/theatomcollective
Instagram: @atom_collective
Azania Rizing
Productions
South Africa
est. April 2009

what we do
Azania Rizing is a film collective that produces content around Afrika and its diaspora, igniting conversation and critical thinking around issues through popular culture.

our vision
A collective of filmmakers and artists who collaborate and build together. A space where individuals can work as a collective that propels our continent forward, creating a sense of unity and solidarity, forming new alliances and creating more compelling content to stimulate public discourse.

sector
Academia / research
Cultural heritage
Film / TV

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Content creation
Film screenings

info@azaniarizing.com
www.azaniarizing.com
www.facebook.com/azaniarizing/
Instagram: @azaniarizing

Bag Factory Artists Studios
South Africa
est. March 1991

what we do
The Bag Factory Artists Studios is an interactive studio space for practising visual artists where the exchange of ideas is encouraged and stimulated. It achieves its aims through resident studios, visiting artists programme, and scholarship programmes including mentorship, outreach, specialised skills workshops and exhibitions.

our vision
The Bag Factory has provided one of the few dedicated spaces for visual arts studios in Johannesburg. Through its various programmes, built on an idea of open access, inclusion and diversity, it aims to address the needs of local artists by attracting and maintain relationships with local and international artists.

sector
Education
Non-profit organizations
Visual arts

we provide
Exhibition
Mentorship
Professional development

info@bagfactoryart.org.za
www.bagfactoryart.org.za
www.facebook.com/bagfactoryartists/
Twitter: @bagfactoryart
Instagram: @bagfactoryart

Azania Rizing Productions
South Africa
est. Oct 2018

Bag Factory Artists Studios
South Africa
est. Nov 2016

what we do
Links artists, communities, local organisations and businesses to create feasible opportunity through art. Provides a platform for street artist to create murals and get paid. Provides educational art workshops to school going learners. Provides street art tours and spray-can workshops to the public. Acts as intermediary for artists.

our vision
BAZ-ART’S mission is to harness the power of public art to that it changes lives. Our aim to is to use art to educate, inspire and challenge mass public on societal issues that are of concern. We believe that public art inspires thought and provokes action for the better!

sector
Education
Non-profit organizations
Visual arts

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Arts materials / supplies
Public Art

hello@baz-art.co.za
www.baz-art.co.za
www.facebook.com/BazArtCape/
Instagram: @bazart_ngo @ipaf_festival_sa
what we do
Betwixt is a live music series created by Cara Stacey and Nicola du Toit, not tied to one venue, with the aim of creating regular, sustainable opportunities for musicians (and other artists) to perform. Betwixt is not genre-specific (or indeed discipline specific) and particularly encourages experimentation and collaboration amongst artists.

our vision
Betwixt brings together musicians and audiences in a new format, aiming to grow a community of experimental performing arts, and to create a safe space for dialogue, connectivity and collaboration. As venues struggle to stay open, we provide a space for musicians to experiment in an inclusive and sustainable way.

sector
Music
Performing arts
Women
we provide
Events
Photography / videography
Publicity / exposure

---

what we do
Breaking Bread is an art space that utilises food to bring people together, food working as a shared ground that unites literature, sound, performance and visual art.

our vision
Our hub mainly exists to create a community of artists and culture workers, with an aim towards building an alternative cultural infrastructure.

sector
Academia / research
Food
Visual arts
we provide
Events
Library
Physical space

---

what we do
Craft+Graft is a space purposefully designed for people to come together, explore, produce, and connect. We are a multi-functional space dedicated to supporting the emerging creative class of Cape Town through our gallery, events space and co-working space.

our vision
Craft+Graft aims to support underserved artists and creatives by providing opportunities to show their work and host events that support the artist’s development toward a sustainable career. Our mission is to help grow the South African economy by fostering entrepreneurship among creatives and artists.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Freelancers
Visual arts
we provide
Co-working space
Events
Exhibition

---

betwixtmusicza@gmail.com
betwixtmusic.co.za
www.facebook.com/betwixtmusicza/
Instagram: @betwixtmusicza

breakbreadonryk@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/Breaking-Bread_za-724261124589796/
Instagram: @breakingbread_za

asanda@craftgraft.co.za
www.facebook.com/craftgraftsa/
Instagram: @craftgraftsa
what we do
We are a digital hub for women that accelerates women towards entrepreneurship and careers in digital technology. We provide them with IT support, training and advocate for the increased participation of women and girls in digital innovation.

our vision
Our vision is to close the digital gender gap in Southern Africa significantly by 2030. We do this by using technology as a transformative tool for women looking to use digital technology to shape their futures and Africa.

Digital Girl Africa
South Africa
est. April 2016

what we do
EntreAcademy teaches creative thinking, business planning and practical entrepreneurship to youth to create the next generation of entrepreneurs who will innovate and create jobs. EntreAcademy is the official partner for Creative Business Cup Zimbabwe and will be running the national competition in 2019.

our vision
EntreAcademy is on a mission to empower youth and women by fostering practical entrepreneurship skills and insight.

EntreAcademy
South Africa
est. March 2018

what we do
First commercial gallery in Soweto, we host exhibitions, workshops, residencies. As a leader in introducing various innovative curatorial initiatives within Soweto, Eyethu Art Space continues to forge change. Emerging and eminent artists are given a platform to showcase their art. We strive to shift perspectives about contemporary art in this area.

our vision
The development and empowerment of young artists in Soweto is at the fore of Eyethu Art Space's vision to be the premier artist hub within Soweto. We aim to create an inclusive space for storytelling using the medium of visual art.

Eyethu Art Space
South Africa
est. Sept 2014

what we do
We are a digital hub for women that accelerates women towards entrepreneurship and careers in digital technology. We provide them with IT support, training and advocate for the increased participation of women and girls in digital innovation.

our vision
Our vision is to close the digital gender gap in Southern Africa significantly by 2030. We do this by using technology as a transformative tool for women looking to use digital technology to shape their futures and Africa.

Digital Girl Africa
South Africa
est. April 2016

what we do
EntreAcademy teaches creative thinking, business planning and practical entrepreneurship to youth to create the next generation of entrepreneurs who will innovate and create jobs. EntreAcademy is the official partner for Creative Business Cup Zimbabwe and will be running the national competition in 2019.

our vision
EntreAcademy is on a mission to empower youth and women by fostering practical entrepreneurship skills and insight.

EntreAcademy
South Africa
est. March 2018

what we do
First commercial gallery in Soweto, we host exhibitions, workshops, residencies. As a leader in introducing various innovative curatorial initiatives within Soweto, Eyethu Art Space continues to forge change. Emerging and eminent artists are given a platform to showcase their art. We strive to shift perspectives about contemporary art in this area.

our vision
The development and empowerment of young artists in Soweto is at the fore of Eyethu Art Space's vision to be the premier artist hub within Soweto. We aim to create an inclusive space for storytelling using the medium of visual art.

Eyethu Art Space
South Africa
est. Sept 2014
Faded Black Innovations
South Africa
est. Sept 2013

what we do
Faded Black Innovations is a consulting NPO that specializes in turning traditional non-profit organisations to be social enterprises, by expanding their capacity to achieve greater effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability and most importantly community impact. We do this through social entrepreneurship workshops and accelerator programmes that are unique to each community.

our vision
Our ultimate desired social change is to see more non-profits to be moving from donor dependency to being social enterprises and later to be impact investors in their communities. Our vision is of a society which combines economic activity with community benefit, a society led by dynamic social entrepreneurs.

sector
Non-profit organizations
Youth
Entrepreneurship

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Fundraising
Leadership development

Fugly art gallery
South Africa
est. Oct 1993

what we do
Fugly art gallery is a shack gallery in the township. We work with artists and teach them what it means to work in the arts and how to represent yourself in a corporate world, or the concrete jungle is we call it.

our vision
To change our world one artist at a time.

sector
Crafts
Cultural heritage
Youth

we provide
Arts materials / supplies
Business tools / strategy
Exhibition

Girlignite Africa Academy
South Africa
est. April 2016

what we do
Our hub offers adolescent girls and young women the opportunity to learn new entrepreneurial skills through a skills revolution programme that involves design thinking, creative design in multimedia, programming & robotics and painting using acrylic.

our vision
Our hub is centred around ensuring that no girl gets left behind no matter how far back from the starting line they are coming from. We use entrepreneurship as the driving force in accelerating the girls potential through design thinking and creative design.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Unemployment
Youth

we provide
Leadership development
Mentorship
Physical space

sonwabo@fadedblackinnovations.org
www.fadedblackinnovations.org
www.facebook.com/fadedblackinnovations
Twitter: @FadedBlackInn

fuglyartgallery@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/Fuglyartgallery/
Instagram: @beading_the_future

lerato@girlignite.org
www.girlignite.org
www.facebook.com/GirligniteAfricaAcademy/
Twitter: @girlignite
Instagram: @Girlignite Africa Academy

#connecthubs
what we do
We empower youth in the broader Cape Flats region with digital skills and personal effectiveness abilities. We operate from within the Cape Flats area such as Mitchell’s Plain, Khayelitsha, Philippi etc. We also empower the youth with entrepreneurial thinking mindsets.

our vision
We see the brokenness of the education and economic systems in Africa. We have seen an opportunity to create meaningful education routines that result in economic activity. We aim to transform communities by increasing social cohesion and new ways of communication and engagement.

sector
Education
Entrepreneurship
Youth

we provide
Mentorship
Personal development
Professional development

---

what we do
Hub@Goethe offers cultural and social entrepreneurs a fully equipped work space with high speed internet connection, meeting facilities and a six months mentorship programme, which is tailored for early stage cultural and social start-ups. The Hub@Goethe is situated at the library-gamebox-hub of the Goethe-Institut Johannesburg.

our vision
The Hub@Goethe is an open, physical and virtual safe space connecting creative people to work and produce content in a spirit of diversity, equity and trust. We support creatives to be more entrepreneurial so they can create a better Society.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Visual arts
Performing arts

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Personal development
Professional development

---

what we do
We do school sport by providing sport coaches in government schools for free. We help the youth to get sports scholarship in private schools and universities.

our vision
We have a passion for the development of sport as a whole. We try to recruit coaches that have the same vision as us.

sector
Education
Non-profit organizations
Sports

we provide
Co-working space
Health services
Professional development

---

btol
South Africa
est. Jan 2017

Ikusasa Youth Project
based in Ekurhuleni
South Africa
est. June 2016

Ikusasa Youth Project
based in Ekurhuleni
South Africa
est. Jan 2017
**Illusion xiix**

**what we do**
Our hubs create gardens or mini farms in abandoned spaces, providing a ideal opportunity for farmers skill transfer.

**our vision**
We exist to make Urban farming a norm for people and to create space for farmers.

**sector**
Agriculture
Architecture / urban planning
Youth

**we provide**
Consultancy
Content creation
Training

illusionxiix@gmail.com
Instagram: @illusionxixfarms

---

**Impact Hub**

**what we do**
We set out to create thriving innovation ecosystem where people collaborate across organizations, cultures and generations to solve the grand challenges of our time. We are a global community, consultancy and a creative space. We work at the intersection of innovation and society to collaboratively create impact with an entrepreneurial mindset.

**our vision**
At Impact Hub in Joburg, we believe that the world’s greatest challenges will never be solved by one person or organization alone. We need to work together.

**sector**
Entrepreneurship
Social justice
Technology

**we provide**
Co-working space
Consultancy
Physical space

zinhle.phakathi@impacthub.net
johannesburg.impacthub.net
www.facebook.com/impacthubjoburg/
Twitter: @impacthubjoburg
Instagram: @impacthubjoburg

---

**iSupport**

**what we do**
iSupport is an artist hub that houses the best artists catering to media, branding, business events and to each other. We assume the role of the matchmaker. Apart from being great unique performers and masters of their craft, our artists are fascinating entertainers, eloquent speakers and excellent workshop facilitators.

**our vision**
We aim to be a place where artists from different backgrounds come together to create projects that will enable them to make a living from their arts. That can be by matchmaking within the creative- or commercial sector or by developing projects in order to apply for funding.

**sector**
Education
Freelancers
Music

**we provide**
Content creation
Mentorship
Professional development

info@isupportdoyou.com
www.isupportdoyou.com
www.facebook.com/isupportdoyou
Twitter: @isupportdoyou
Instagram: @isupportdoyou

---

#connecthubs
**what we do**

We run an accelerator programme for digital media start ups and innovation projects. We publish an online magazine and newsletter that documents digital media innovation on the African continent. We hold a programme of events bringing together innovators in digital media.

**our vision**

Our mission is to support digital media innovators to enrich and strengthen the media landscape in South Africa and Africa. We are committed to encouraging innovation that repairs broken parts of the media system. We disseminate research, enable peer learning and provide mentorship, coaching and connections to funding networks.

**sector**

Entrepreneurship

**we provide**

Co–working space

Mentorship

Training

---

**what we do**

Jazz in the Native Yards supports live jazz performance, from budding to well established jazz musicians that send us requests from SA and from abroad. The performances gives a chance for township entrepreneurs and musicians to display their wares and talent to visitors and local residents.

**our vision**

The townships have an enviable reputation of being known as uninteresting dangerous spaces that lack talent and aspiration. Jazz in the Native Yards seek to dispel this notion through the concerts that not only show talents but also promote social cohesion between the people of the Western Cape.

**sector**

Music

Performing arts

Youth

**we provide**

Exhibition

Physical space

Professional development

---

**what we do**

Educate young people in photography, enabling them to connect with experienced photographers for workshops as well as help them run the business online with the help of the Tapsnapp platform (online portfolios and secure payments management).

**our vision**

Our hub exists because there is no support to help young people and marginalized groups of our society in the freelance/artistic industry. We have discovered that it operates only for the privileged leaving out others who have great talent. So our mission is to make photography inclusive.

**sector**

Education

Photography

Unemployment

**we provide**

Business tools / strategy

Mentorship

Workshops

---
**Leaders in Motion Academy**

**what we do**
Leaders in Motion Academy normalises access to digital creative skills for township based entrepreneurs. We pair skills with entrepreneurship to aid creative sector businesses through incubation and business start up support.

**our vision**
Our mission is to normalize access to digital and creative skills to highly talented, previously disadvantaged and marginalized youth of Pretoria in order alleviate unemployment and empower the youth to contribute positive to our economy.

**sector**
Digital storytelling
Education
Entrepreneurship

**we provide**
Content creation
Film screenings
Personal development

---

**Love Generation Hub**

**what we do**
Love Generation is currently a business support hub where we support young business owners by hosting networking events where we encourage the sharing of skills (Take Something, Leave Something) while also getting business people to come in and inspire us by sharing their stories.

**our vision**
We do this to bring love into the business space. We exist to help young businesses grow thus providing an alternative solution for unemployed graduates and those who want to change the world with their ideas, but are too scared to.

**sector**
Entrepreneurship
Freelancers
Youth

**we provide**
Business tools / strategy
Events
Professional development

---

**Maker Station HQ**

**what we do**
Maker Station is a makerspace, and a shared DIY space providing members access to Tools, Space and Expertise. We also host the Maker School, a platform to bring STEAM facilities and support networks, to schools in South Africa and Africa.

**our vision**
The core mission is to provide access to tools, space and expertise to members from all disciplines, artisan to technologist. We aim to build a sustainable replicable model as a tool to use in the school and job creation environments in Africa and the developing world.

**sector**
Education
Freelancers
Technology

**we provide**
Co-working space
Machinery / equipment
Workshops

---

**thabo@limacademy.co.za**
www.limacademy.co.za
www.facebook.com/lim.academy
Twitter: @lim_academy
Instagram: @lim_academy

**lovegenerationsa@gmail.com**
www.facebook.com/LoveGenerationHub/
Twitter: @lovegenhub
Instagram: @lovegenerationhub

**admin@makerstation.co.za**
makerstation.co.za
www.facebook.com/makerstation.co.za
Twitter: @MakerStationHQ
Instagram: @makerstationhq
what we do
If you combine Yellow Pages and Behance, you’ll get MATCHIE. Our goal is to map out and create a directory of every creative business of quality across SA (And Africa!). From Lawyers to Photographers to Gear rental studios. We want everything to be at MATCHIE.

our vision
People kept coming to 10and5 to ask us “do you have a photographer you can suggest?”. We decided to start putting all the services we know of in one directory for people to search through easily.

what we do
This station seeks to be a people’s tool that will provide a spaces for a diverse array of people from the wider community, interested visitors from all over Cape Town and tourists from outside the city.

our vision
The Station is organised and ran by local community artists. The Station is a unique space enabling us to recognise our collective problems and begin to chart out alternative strategies for social change through arts.

what we do
Mommy Mall SA is a collaborative economy where a closed group of mothers choose to trade with fellow mothers in order to uplift the whole community financially. It has 70 000 Facebook members and approximately R19 million has changed hands between moms since inception.

our vision
Financial, emotional and social upliftment of mothers in South Africa for the sake of the children. Building a better next generation - together.

sector
Design
Film / TV
Photography

we provide
Consultancy
Marketing strategy
Marketplace

sector
Community leadership
Music
Social justice

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Events
Workshops

sector
Advertising / marketing

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Marketplace
Professional development

Matchie Creative Directory
South Africa
est. Oct 2018

Mkhululi Freedom Station
South Africa
est. Aug 2017

Mkhululi Freedom Station
South Africa
est. Aug 2017

Mommy Mall SA
South Africa
est. Nov 2014

Mommy Mall SA
South Africa
est. Nov 2014

soundofthesouth@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/soundofthesouth

naomi@lift.co.za
www.mommymallsa.co.za
www.facebook.com/mommymalisa
Twitter: @MommyMall_SA
Instagram: @mommymall_southafrica
Mthubi The Hub
South Africa
est. July 2016

what we do
This platform allows for the artists and audience to be constantly networking and thus allowing for innovative work and experience to stems from the platforms provided. These are accomplished by running various workshops, exhibitions, music and poetry events, usually created by artists within the community that Mthubi operates in.

our vision
Mthubi the Hub is a non-profit organisation that focuses on empowering, inspiring and uplifting creatives and artists by providing a platform and working spaces to further progress the creative sectors in South Africa and abroad.

sector
Music
Non-profit organizations
Performing arts

we provide
Events
Library
Workshops

New Age African Ballet
South Africa
est. July 2018

what we do
We are a creative hub which specializes in dance and physical movement. We create short films that raise awareness for greater social good. Our aim is to raise awareness to topics such as Equality, Youth Employment and reducing poverty in South Africa and provide better economic growth for South Africans.

our vision
Our hub creates awareness for Social change in South Africa. We believe that the youth could change the world. We brainstorm new ideas that will both be artistic and also create a better world. We plan to bring awareness on poverty, women rights, gender equality, racism, LGBT, and so on.

sector
Unemployment
Women
Youth

we provide
Content creation
Personal development
Training

Night of a Thousand Drawings Jozi
South Africa
est. Sept 2017

what we do
Night of 1000 Drawings Jozi is an art initiative to boost visual literacy and raise money for chosen causes. It is staged by TILT and theSQUAD, both working from a creative hub, Humankind, in Joburg.

our vision
To drive increased levels of joy through creativity, amongst youth communities under 35 (years old) who don’t have access to deep creative stimuli generally.

sector
Digital storytelling
Youth

we provide
Exhibition

vilixabiso@gmail.com
https://mthubi-the-hub.business.site/
www.facebook.com/PitsaYaMamepe/
Twitter: @mthubithehub
Instagram: @officialmthubithehub

newage.africanballet@gmail.com
vkmahashe.wixsite.com/myste-1
Twitter: @new_age_ballet
Instagram: @new__age__african__ballet

hello@tilt.co.za
johannesburg.1000drawings.org/
www.facebook.com/1000drawings
Twitter: @1000drawingsjhb
Instagram: @1000DrawingsJozi
**Nothing to Commit Records**

South Africa

**What we do**

Nothing To Commit Records is a label and publishing platform committed to the production and expansion of knowledge related to the intersection of contemporary art, literature and music within and across the global South. The platform dedicated to exploring the social, spatial and geopolitical signification of sound and music.

**Our vision**

Through the production of audio media (cassettes, records, radio broadcasts, podcasts) Nothing To Commit Records aims to expand on existing cultural artefacts, to not only recuperate neglected histories and cultural heritage, but also as a means to producing an archive for future consideration and exploration.

**Sector**

Academia / research
Books / publishing
Cultural heritage

**We provide**

Consultancy
Professional development

bhavisha.panchia@gmail.com
www.nothingtocommit.org
www.facebook.com/nothingtocommit

---

**OURS**

South Africa

**What we do**

OURS is a co-working space for creative entrepreneurs (during office hours) and a space to showcase the works of these creative entrepreneurs (after hours). These showcases include: exhibitions; photo shoots; set design; brand activation; screenings; workshops; talks; classes; markets; pop ups; events; Corporate social investment etc.

**Our vision**

It is difficult to find well-located spaces to exhibit our art/ architectural work which exploded a new cultural narrative to the city. This is what led to the opening of the space, to create opportunities for other artists/architects experiencing the same inefficiency. Social mission = project based training. Creative mission = innovating African knowledge.

**Sector**

Architecture / urban planning
Design
Education

**We provide**

Co-working space
Mentorship
Professional development

ours.spacecpt@gmail.com
Instagram: @ours.space

ours.space

---

**ReimagiNation**

South Africa

**What we do**

We develop and run Creative Entrepreneurship workshops for inner-city and public high school learners. We also develop and run Creative Teaching workshops for teachers of all subjects. The aim is complex problem-solving in the context of specific community issues.

**Our vision**

The reason we exist is that research we undertook of public high schools indicate that 93.2% of our schools do not offer any of the creative subjects from Grade 8 to 12. These subjects are: Music, Art, Drama, Dance and Design.

**Sector**

Education
Social justice
Youth

**We provide**

Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Arts materials / supplies
Mentorship

thabilett@gmail.com
www.reimagination.co.za
www.facebook.com/ReimagiNationSA
Twitter: @ReimagiNationSA
Instagram: @reimaginationsa

ReimagiNation

---

#connecthubs
Science Spaza
South Africa est. April 2016

what we do
Science Spaza provides young people in South Africa with the opportunities they need to work towards a sustainable future. It is a peer to peer network of self-initiated science clubs which shares information and inspiration towards empowerment of individuals and communities.

our vision
The majority of South African youth are denied access to the information and skills they require to build a sustainable future. Science Spaza believes that by reaching young people with a vision of science and technology a critical thinking and problem-solving public can be nurtured and supported.

we provide
Entrepreneurship
Natural environment
Youth

Slow Sunday Social Market
South Africa est. Feb 2017

what we do
Slow Sunday Social Market is a monthly event that prioritises the safety and economic advancement of women and queer individuals within the Grahamstown community by providing a platform to socialise and collaborate through music, art, fashion and entrepreneurship.

our vision
Slow Sunday exists to fill a gap in the entertainment and entrepreneurial industries in Grahamstown that did not previously provide a safe platform for black female and queer individuals to express their creativity and entrepreneurial endeavours through art, music and fashion in a social and fun setting.

we provide
Entrepreneurship
Fashion
Youth

Sonono Network
South Africa est. Sept 2016

what we do
We are all about bringing people together across all walks of life, affording them an opportunity to network, form partnerships and work together to influence and change society through entrepreneurship, talents and skills. We continue to grow and venture into television and film production. We believe in social entrepreneurship.

our vision
To promote entrepreneurial, talent, arts and culture movements in Africa, through African storytelling.

we provide
Academia / research
Entrepreneurship
Film / TV

Sonono
South Africa est. Dec 2015

what we do
We are all about bringing people together across all walks of life, affording them an opportunity to network, form partnerships and work together to influence and change society through entrepreneurship, talents and skills. We continue to grow and venture into television and film production. We believe in social entrepreneurship.

our vision
To promote entrepreneurial, talent, arts and culture movements in Africa, through African storytelling.

we provide
Content creation
Film screenings
Leadership development
what we do
SAJE offers workshops, mentorship, skills development and performance opportunities. We provide opportunities for networking and discussion at our Conferences and Festivals. We collaborate with communities and institutions (formal and informal) and township venues to showcase what is happening in jazz in South Africa today.

our vision
To assure the growth of jazz in South Africa and the development of jazz and jazz education in urban and rural areas especially among the youth, to build the jazz arts community by advancing education and research, to promote skills development and performance via workshops and mentorship, and to develop new audiences.

sector
Cultural heritage
Education
Youth

we provide
Mentorship
Personal development
Workshops

Spoken Sessions
South Africa
est. Dec 2012

what we do
Spoken Sessions is a movement and a platform for music and poetry. It is designed as a safe space and we aim to pay our artists. We are strengthening the art scene in Pretoria by creating consistent, authentic and well run events. Formats are Open Mics, Showcases and Jam Sessions.

our vision
Artists need platforms to express themselves, therefore, we give newbies and seasoned Artists the opportunity to share their work and hopefully this leads to more opportunities. Also, words are a powerful tool that should be used to address social issues and we exist to create a space for meaningful interactions.

sector
Music
Performing arts
Social justice

we provide
Content creation
Events
Publicity / exposure

Super Friendship Arcade
South Africa
est. Feb 2014

what we do
Super Friendship Arcade is an ever-growing collective of friends, united in a shared quest to build a better world through creativity and play. We create pop up arcades in unexpected places. We also host open, creative jams, building controllers, games and decor for our parties.

our vision
Our goals include:
1) Create more vibrant and diverse communities of game makers, and game-players.
2) Encourage, facilitate and champion the development of unique playful experiences.
3) Imagine and manifest tiny utopias; creating inclusive spaces that are ruled by unconditional kindness, good-will, creativity and joy.

sector
Interactive media
Social justice
Technology

we provide
Events
Exhibition
Workshops

Ben@coolyourjets.co.za
superfriendshiparcade.com
www.facebook.com/superfriendshiparcade/
Twitter: @FriendArcade
Thandeka Stamper
Art Gallery
South Africa
est. June 2018

what we do
We are an art gallery that works as a multiple space for local artists to showcase their work. We also provide workshops in visual arts (& other creative arts) for budding artists, and learners from the surrounding village schools.

our vision
We exist because there is NO arts education in the approximately 70 schools in my small town of Peddie. We exist because we are the change we want to see and we use our art activism as a tool and weapon for positive change.

sector
Education
Visual arts
Youth

we provide
Arts materials / supplies
Exhibition
Workshops

info@thecolouredcube.co.za
www.thecolouredcube.co.za
www.facebook.com/thecolouredcube/
Twitter: @ColouredCube
Instagram: @ColouredCube

doekdialogues@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/ThandekaStamperArtGallery/

The Creative co LAB
South Africa
est. March 2017

what we do
The Creative co-LAB is a division of the Coloured Cube that offers shared creative maker space with access to tools and machinery, Wi-Fi, Assemblage library, office space, workshops for schools and event hire.

our vision
Opened early 2017 in partnership with the Graduate School of Architecture, the co-LAB was only open to their 100 master students. Over the 18 months we had many creatives saying they need access to a space where they can work, access tools, have workshops and network. Now it is public.

sector
Design
Entrepreneurship
Visual arts

we provide
Events
Library
Machinery / equipment

The Girl Next Door
South Africa
est. May 2018

what we do
My blog is a women empowerment hub that facilitates networking conversations between females. We are exchanging opinions, tips and tricks and insights into various critical issues affecting women.

our vision
The Girl Next Door, is a lifestyle blog for women working on themselves, for themselves. Our mission is to inspire, empower and motivate women regardless of where in their journey they are. The vision is to be a safe space for truth bombs, storytelling and women helping women.

sector
Community leadership
Digital storytelling
Women

we provide
Leadership development
Personal development

stellenboom.s@gmail.com
www.thegirlnextdoor.biz
www.facebook.com/TheGirlNextDoorBlogandStore
Instagram: @miss_simonne

what we do
We are an art gallery that works as a multiple space for local artists to showcase their work. We also provide workshops in visual arts (& other creative arts) for budding artists, and learners from the surrounding village schools.

our vision
We exist because there is NO arts education in the approximately 70 schools in my small town of Peddie. We exist because we are the change we want to see and we use our art activism as a tool and weapon for positive change.

sector
Education
Visual arts
Youth

we provide
Arts materials / supplies
Exhibition
Workshops

info@thecolouredcube.co.za
www.thecolouredcube.co.za
www.facebook.com/thecolouredcube/
Twitter: @ColouredCube
Instagram: @ColouredCube

doekdialogues@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/ThandekaStamperArtGallery/
what we do
The Hangout Duo is a hub that brings rising young African creative artists together and connects them through collaborative events, fashion, entertainment, entrepreneurship, brands and places.

our vision
Our creative mission is to encourage the spirit of collaboration among young creatives while giving the platform to showcase their skills.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Film / TV
Youth

we provide
Content creation
Events
Publicity / exposure

The Pop Up at MilQ and Honey
South Africa
est. Jan 2018

what we do
Our hub is centered around aligning energies to a natural way of life in which people and technology come together to enhance the quality of living. We fuse visual, culture and conversations to facilitate a network of artists in Cape Town.

our vision
Our mission is to create an ecosystem where artists can collaborate and grow holistically on the basis of merit rather than monetary availability.

sector
Academia / research
Cultural heritage
Visual arts

we provide
Co-working space
Events
Personal development

The Radioactive Blog
South Africa
est. Dec 2014

what we do
The Radioactive blog provides an online platform that shares information about creatives (artists, events and art programs) from around the world, hosts poetry workshops and poetry events, and publishes digital anthologies through collaborations with other artists or organisations.

our vision
To provide a source of information with regards to the Poetry, Hip hop and Art industry; Promote social activism through poetry; develop a reading and performing arts culture within different communities; and create spaces for different creatives to network, share skills and their work.

sector
Freelancers
Performing arts
Youth

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Events
Workshops

princeoftv23@gmail.com
thehangoutduo.co
www.facebook.com/thehangoutduo
Instagram: @thehangoutduo
events@milqandhoney.co.za
www.milqandhoney.co.za
www.facebook.com/MilQandHoney/
Instagram: @milqandhoney
radioactivetuts@gmail.com
www.theradioactiveblog.com
www.facebook.com/TheRadioactiveBlog/
Twitter: @RPCPodcast
Township Brands
South Africa
est. April 2016

what we do
Township Brands is an initiative by MAT#Social to #Monitor, #Recognise and #Mobilise township brands. Township Brands came about as a result of an online searching for the best Shisanyama in the townships, and the resultant underwhelming results, prompted the MAT #Social team, to monitor, recognise and mobilise township businesses online.

our vision
Township Brands is an online & Social Media based platform that is positioned to be a leader in the township business development sector. Township Brands is an organisation that was formed in 2015, with an aim of promoting township brands on Social Media and Online in general.

sector
- Advertising / marketing
- Community leadership
- Digital storytelling

we provide
- Activism, advocacy or lobbying
- Business tools / strategy
- Social media and digital marketing

townshipbrands@mythicalads.co.za
www.townshipbrands.wordpress.com
www.facebook.com/TownshipBrands/  
Twitter: @TownshipBrands

Tshimologong Makerspace
South Africa
est. Feb 2018

what we do
Tshimologong Makerspace seeks to promote and enable access to innovation through collaborative making, training, up-skilling and experimentation. Some of the practical engagements housed in the space include Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies such as 3D printing, IoT, electronics & robotics; Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality; and design for digital fabrication.

our vision
Our Makerspace exists to provide access to the innovative community in Braamfontein. The community is given access to a co-working space, equipment and material, and business coaching to help them bring their innovations to life.

sector
- Entrepreneurship
- Technology

we provide
- Business tools / strategy
- Co-working space
- Machinery / equipment

nelson@tshimologong.joburg
www.facebook.com/TshimologongRecInct/  
Twitter: @TshimologongIT

Weheartbeat
South Africa
est. May 2012

what we do
Weheartbeat is home to a niche collective of creative music makers and followers worldwide. With a strong track record of high quality curation we have hosted events+ beat labs featuring the likes of Masego, Soulection, Young Fathers, Mndsgn, Eric Lau, Tall Black Guy, Kojey Radical, Hannah Faith, Evil Needle, Black Milk.

our vision
Weheartbeat was established in 2012 as a music start up and was created out of a deep passion and sense of responsibility to preserve a quality driven musical culture, focused on redefining the live performance experience and build genuine and authentic connections with artists and our audience.

sector
- Design
- Music
- Radio / podcasts

we provide
- Content creation
- Events
- Photography / videography

weheartbeat@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/Weheartbeat/  
Twitter: @weheartbeat
Instagram: @weheartbeat
what we do
Wolf and Co Cafe is a creative space for artist, entrepreneurs, tea and coffee lovers. We host business seminars, yoga classes, creative talks and live music sessions.

our vision
The hub’s mission is to provide a safe space for creatives and entrepreneurs. To come together and collaborate. Collaborate and bring change to our neighbourhood.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Food
Performing arts

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Co-working space
Personal development

helloc@wolf.joburg
www.wolf.joburg
Instagram: @wolfandcocafe
Zambia
Afronauts Collective
Zambia
est. May 2018

**what we do**
The Afronauts Collective is a collective of film and tech enthusiasts who collaborate on projects to tell authentic African stories and develop African tech solutions to problems most Africans face. We are Afrofuturists, and we work with over 50 creatives and 2 studios.

**our vision**
The Afronauts deal with culture management, from the angle of how do we export our culture to the rest of the world. In 300 years, will there still be Zambian culture? We tell authentic Zambian and African Stories through our films and we solve African problems through tech.

**sector**
Entrepreneurship
Film / TV
Technology

**we provide**
Content creation
Design
Technical support – IT, software or computer services

Art For Change Zambia
Zambia
est. April 2018

**what we do**
Art4Change encourages youth to dream and use their gifts and talents to impact our communities. We give a platform to creatives who are disadvantaged in any way. We are a place of self expression.

**our vision**
Art4Change exists to help nature the young minds, especially those in High School, to be productive and influence communities in a positive way with their talents.

**sector**
Interactive media
Music
Performing arts

**we provide**
Mentorship
Personal development
Workshops

Alliance for Community Action
Zambia
est. Jan 2013

**what we do**
The ACA works to grow the routine and systematic demand for public resource accountability in Zambia, with the specific aim of instituting the demand in the public. The ACA has adopted the Rights Based Systems Approach to PRM monitoring developed by the Rhodes University Public Service Accountability Monitor (PSAM).

**our vision**
ACA works towards the articulated vision of a Zambia in which all her citizens enjoy the full and equitable benefit of all her resources by strengthening the demand and supply for public resource accountability in Zambia with emphasis on instituting that demand in the general public.

**sector**
Social justice
Women
Youth

**we provide**
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Training
Workshops

Alliance for Community Action
Zambia
est. May 2018

**what we do**
The ACA works to grow the routine and systematic demand for public resource accountability in Zambia, with the specific aim of instituting the demand in the public. The ACA has adopted the Rights Based Systems Approach to PRM monitoring developed by the Rhodes University Public Service Accountability Monitor (PSAM).

**our vision**
ACA works towards the articulated vision of a Zambia in which all her citizens enjoy the full and equitable benefit of all her resources by strengthening the demand and supply for public resource accountability in Zambia with emphasis on instituting that demand in the general public.

**sector**
Social justice
Women
Youth

**we provide**
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Training
Workshops
what we do
Our hub is an ongoing program empowering orphaned vulnerable children from the ages of 10-15 years with creative skills to install confidence, creative, skills and knowledge to face their life. We do creative paintings, performing arts, knitting and sewing, drumming and brass music, modeling and drawings.

our vision
Our hubs exists to install creativity, confidence, skills and knowledge that will inspire orphaned and vulnerable children with courage to face realities of life while excelling for a better future through creative activities.

sector
Performing arts
Visual arts
Youth
we provide
Arts materials / supplies
Personal development
Workshops

what we do
Barefeet Childrens Council is a non-profit group under Barefeet Theatre. We are an army of young creatives and activists that are using the power of art and multiple life skills to impact change and advocate for the voiceless youth of our generation by gathering and disseminating useful information.

our vision
Being a youth parliament, our aim is to create a platform that will enable open and informed debates between young people and the various gatekeepers of our society including the general public. This platform is used to address and discuss various pertinent issues that will lead to development of our country.

sector
Interactive media
Performing arts
Youth
we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Leadership development
Sexual reproductive health resources

what we do
This hub is dedicated to providing a conducive environment for creative businesses to thrive by offering affordable shared workspace and equipment, business soft skills as well as skills transfer in order to build capacity for industry readiness. We also advocate for better policies for local and regional market share.

our vision
Our mission is to see it that artists have a stepping stone in business by being a bridge / one stop shop for nurturing and developing creative businesses for social and economic impact.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Fashion
Visual arts
we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Business tools / strategy
Co-working space

info@barefeettheatre.org
www.barefeettheatre.org
www.facebook.com/groups/barefeetchildren/

aulridgechibbwalu@yahoo.co.uk

#connecthubs
**Chibolya Media Farm**

**what we do**
We train and empower youth from disadvantaged backgrounds with filmmaking skills and provide professional development, access to filming and editing equipment for them to tell unique stories and overcome inequality and poverty. We also provide professional and personal development to our trainees.

**our vision**
We are here to train and mentor aspiring filmmakers in all aspects of filmmaking in order to build capacity in the emerging Zambian film industry. We encourage the youth to be expressive through creativity using the resources and tools we provide.

**sector**
Digital storytelling
Film / TV
Unemployment

**we provide**
Content creation
Mentorship
Photography / videography

---

**Charity Centre for Children and Youth Development**

**what we do**
Charity Centre for Children and Youth Development was established to help Orphans and vulnerable children (OVCs), Youth and women improve their standards of living through the provision of several life skills, education support, HIV awareness and prevention, provision of physical and online micro-entrepreneurship skills to young entrepreneurs.

**our vision**
Our Hub’s mission is to promote and enhance the capabilities of children, youth and women in Zambia and beyond to effect positive social change that would necessitate the development of their lives, communities and the nation at large.

**sector**
Education
Entrepreneurship
Non-profit organizations

**we provide**
Computers / information technology access
Mentorship
Training

---

**BYZ**

**what we do**
Our hub is for energetic youth, working together to share, organize & creatively seek ways of developing ourselves, our country, particularly the disabled & aged. We share best ways on how to improve our social & economic status.

**our vision**
We aim at changing the mindset of fellow youth to be creative & find better ways of coping with unemployment, to come together briskly and fight for our dreams and care for the communities we find ourselves in. To create sustainable business one day is our goal.

**sector**
Agriculture
Entrepreneurship
Youth

**we provide**
Business tools / strategy
Charity drives
Personal development

---

**info@charitycentreforchildren.org**
www.charitycentreforchildren.org
facebook.com/CharityCentreForChildrenAndYouthDevelopment/
Twitter: @CHARITYCENTRE

---

nzalarodgers@gmail.com
Twitter: @RodgersNzala1

---

chibolyamediafarm@gmail.com
facebook.com/Chibolya-Media-Farm-
Twitter: @chibolyamediafarm
Instagram: @chibolyafilmhub

---

#connecthubs
Chilenje Public Library

**what we do**
We are a public library which provides free digital services to children under 12 as well as physical space and books for adults in Chilenje.

**our vision**
We exist for one common goal: to create a future of children who can read, write, express and themselves.

**sector**
Books / publishing
Digital storytelling
Education

**we provide**
Computers / information technology access
Library
Physical space

---

Choma Provincial Library Digital Hub

**what we do**
As Choma Provincial Library Digital Hub we provide co-working space for creatives. We foster collaboration among the creatives and provide them with online content that would support their work. We also link the creatives to mentors and support groups to ensure that they grow in the creative sector.

**our vision**
It was our realization that young and creative citizens of our city lack space and support to grow as creatives. Against this background, we felt we could give support and grow the creative industry. Our mission: Meet, Interact and Grow for Impact.

**sector**
Education
Unemployment
Youth

**we provide**
Arts materials / supplies
Co-working space
Library

---

Creative Council

**what we do**
The Creative Council is a not-for-profit organization that aims to further the interests of the Zambian Creative industry and its creative businesses by harnessing and sharing collective knowledge, experience and resources of the sector, with our four strategic pillars; Business; Reputation Education and Digital & Investment.

**our vision**
To give Zambia a place we call “Home” in the creative industries. Our Philosophy: Attract the next generation consumers, Address brand life cycle issues, Cover different segments to enlarge customer base, increase growth potential and minimize risks.

**sector**
Design
Fashion
Youth

**we provide**
Arts materials / supplies
Personal development
Social media and digital marketing

---

Zambia est. Aug 2018

Chilenje public library

thapenayawa@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/chomapubliclibrary/

---

Zambia est. March 2017

Choma Provincial Library Digital Hub

alianhaeweetele@yahoo.com

www.facebook.com/chomaprovinciallibrary/

---

Zambia est. Dec 2018

Creative Council

thecreativecouncil@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/The-Creative-Council

Instagram: @thecreativecouncil
Creative Village ZM

what we do
Creative Village ZM is a digital art & cultural hub. Through blog features we shine a light on emerging artisans. We host bi-monthly events aimed at sparking dialogue around the challenges & issues that Zambian creatives face.

our vision
Creative Village ZM exists to create both physical and digital spaces where Zambian creatives can learn, collaborate, sell & enjoy the process of working in the creative industry without the constant fear or worry of not having financial security or the freedom to do so.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Unemployment
Youth

we provide
Events
Professional development
Workshops

dalistani ngulube08@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/Dalistani-ngulube-for-mp-
luanshya-2021-929237247174033/
Twitter: @DalistaniNgulube
Instagram: @ngulube

Dalistani Ngulube Initiative

what we do
As agricultural students, we use our ability to help promote agricultural initiatives in our area which includes poultry and farming. Our target is to reach a maximum level where we will involve more youth from our community in order to eradicate poverty.

our vision
Our hub exists to promote agricultural practices in our community. It has come to our attention that youth are usually bored and have nothing to do, so in order to fight this, we came up with ideas to involve them in poultry and farming activities.

sector
Agriculture

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Training

diehardrugbyacademy@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/DieHardRugbyAcademy
Twitter: @TomChaloba1
Instagram: @diehardrugby

DieHardRugby Academy

what we do
We are pioneering the introduction of sport in various parts of the country in our efforts to give them sport as an alternative. Our efforts are aimed at supplementing education using sports as an alternative.

our vision
To create a platform where young people can find their purpose in life using sport as an alternative.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Sports
Youth

we provide
Leadership development
Mentorship
Training
what we do
A youth collective bringing together a variety of ideas and skills in agriculture, poultry and livestock farming to impact the social and economic wellbeing of community members and to empower youth.

our vision
We set sustainable goals for youth and women, by equipping them with skills in agricultural and livestock farming. It’s a way of providing employment for youth and women and alleviating poverty.

sector
Agriculture
Entrepreneurship
Food

we provide
Policy development
Professional development
Technical support - IT, software or computer services

Equi Youth
Zambia
est. April 2018

what we do
ErmTech Studios is a small photography hub physically located in Southern Zambia, Choma town. Its main purpose is to offer employment opportunities to the community through creative photography and design. In turn, it ploughs back to the community through community service to the vulnerable children.

our vision
This hub exists in order to help reduce the high levels of unemployment in the country through employment of the youth. Our mission is to offer the best services both in photography and design which should be very creative in order to satisfy our market.

sector
Design
Film / TV
Photography

we provide
Design
Photography / videography
Social media and digital marketing

ErmTech Studios
Zambia
est. Oct 2017

what we do
Finders Keepers Zambia is an online second hand clothing store that was founded in January 2018. In August 2018 we started The Thrift Market, a monthly market that facilitates young business owners and creatives. We gives them a platform to sell their products, network and grow their businesses.

our vision
Our primary focus is promoting recycling and entrepreneurship by encouraging the sale of second hand clothing, furniture, crafts and arts. Our past 3 markets have shown us that there are so many young people with amazing business ideas who lack resources. We want to nurture these ideas and talents.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Fashion
Visual arts

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Marketplace
Publicity / exposure

Finders Keepers ZM
Zambia
est. Jan 2018

what we do
Finders Keepers Zambia is an online second hand clothing hub physically located in Southern Zambia, Choma town. Its main purpose is to offer employment opportunities to the community through creative photography and design. In turn, it ploughs back to the community through community service to the vulnerable children.

our vision
This hub exists in order to help reduce the high levels of unemployment in the country through employment of the youth. Our mission is to offer the best services both in photography and design which should be very creative in order to satisfy our market.

sector
Design
Photography / videography
Social media and digital marketing

Finders Keepers ZM
Zambia
est. Oct 2017

what we do
Finders Keepers Zambia is an online second hand clothing store that was founded in January 2018. In August 2018 we started The Thrift Market, a monthly market that facilitates young business owners and creatives. We gives them a platform to sell their products, network and grow their businesses.

our vision
Our primary focus is promoting recycling and entrepreneurship by encouraging the sale of second hand clothing, furniture, crafts and arts. Our past 3 markets have shown us that there are so many young people with amazing business ideas who lack resources. We want to nurture these ideas and talents.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Fashion
Visual arts

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Marketplace
Publicity / exposure

Finders Keepers ZM
Zambia
est. Jan 2018

#connecthubs
Golden Soul Talent Management

what we do
Golden Soul Talent management is a Talent management organisation that is interested in showcasing talent from the grassroots, for example ghetto kids that have been unseen or unheard.

our vision
To encourage young people to make use of their talents for economic sustainability and to also keep young people off the streets by engaging them in fun activities such as talent shows which enable them to interact with other young people that share the same interests.

sector
Performing arts
Visual arts
Youth

we provide
Content creation
Exhibition
Publicity / exposure

Gracious Foundation for Maternity Protection Zambia

what we do
The main objective of Gracious Foundation for Maternity Protection Zambia is to build holistic support that ensures the economic success of underprivileged pregnant women and babies by promoting both sustainability and empowerment of women through teaching them a skill, entrepreneurship, and grooming them into suitable candidates eligible for employment.

our vision
The need to invest in grooming strong, resilient, focused and goal-oriented female leaders is on the rise. Who will lead in the empowerment of these young minds? Who will shape the future of civic leadership? Who will push the Economy to its apex and foster development? This is why GFMPZ exists.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Healthcare
Women

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Fundraising
Sexual reproductive health resources

ichilumba Arts Culture Foundation Muumbi ViaMedia

what we do
A private not-for-profit arts and culture promotion and heritage preservation foundation; A private interdisciplinary arts and multi-media production, arts and culture promotion and heritage management practice.

our vision
We contribute to the professional development of Zambia’s creative and cultural industry by advocating for policy re-alignment and facilitating sector-specific skills training in schools and colleges. We harness resources and mobilise to promote and facilitate the networking, skills and cultural exchange of sector professionals, SADC regional cultural communities and school children.

sector
Cultural heritage
Film / TV
Project management

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Content creation
Events
what we do
Impact Hub Lusaka offers the following services: Incubation and Acceleration, Co-working space, social Entrepreneurship, Leadership Development Programs.

our vision
To help transform education in Lusaka so that learners can acquire the practical skills needed to solve critical societal challenges. This will be achieved through new approaches to learning; creation of physical, mental and cultural space where diverse innovators and change-makers have maximum chances to turn their dreams into reality.

sector
Community leadership
Entrepreneurship
Youth

we provide
Co-working space
Leadership development
Training

Ku Mwanachi Foundation
Zambia
est. Oct 2016

what we do
We train women in highly densely populated areas (slums/compounds) in business essentials and financial literacy. We work with women that earn less than $1 a day in ways to improve their business as well as helping them open savings bank accounts through partnership with a bank.

our vision
Our organisational mantra is if you give a woman fish she will feed her family for a day but if you show her how catch fish then you will feed her for a life time. Zambia is called mother Zambia because Zambians understand the important roles mothers play in homes.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Non-profit organizations
Women

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Mentorship
Training

Kwacan Arts Festival
Zambia
est. July 2015

what we do
We organise two festivals per year with different art forms mainly Drama, Poetry and Music. These festivals are attended and participated in by drama groups and individuals from the local suburbs. This festival looks at different social, political, religious and cultural themes.

our vision
Putting dreams to reality is why we exist while our creative mission is to bring youth from low income compounds through Art in order for them to realize their full potential. We also push positive advocacy messages to the general public in these compounds.

sector
Performing arts
Youth

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Events
Publicity / exposure

lusaka@impacthub.net
www.lusaka.impacthub.net
www.facebook.com/impacthublusaka/
Instagram: @impacthublusaka

Aaronmwanza@hotmail.com
www.facebook.com/Ku-Mwanachi-Foundation-91632848566278/
kwacanartsfestival@gmail.com
Lejay Network

what we do
Lejay Network is a platform that offers business mentoring trainings geared towards the development of innovation and access to technical support.

our vision
Our mission is to inspire, empower and support idea development through pitching.

sector
Advertising / marketing
Education
Entrepreneurship

we provide
Content creation
Mentorship
Training

LudoHub

what we do
LudoHub is a digital entertainment hub that helps adolescents and young adults learn digital entrepreneurship skills through interactive and engaging bootcamps centered on game development.

our vision
Our mission is to bridge the urban youth unemployment gap by building capacity through STEM principles. We believe the technical aspects of gaming and more particularly game development provides a fun way to gain technological skills which will be indispensable for generation to come and will lead to economic diversification.

sector
Digital storytelling
Technology
Youth

we provide
Computers / information technology access
Events
Training

Movie Directors of Zambia

what we do
We train and mentor upcoming Movie Directors using the WhatsApp channel.

our vision
To offer guidance to young men and women in the art management and business of movies with the hope to help provide work and entrepreneurship skills that may change lives for the better.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Film / TV
Youth

we provide
Mentorship
Personal development
Workshops

LudoHub

what we do
LudoHub is a digital entertainment hub that helps adolescents and young adults learn digital entrepreneurship skills through interactive and engaging bootcamps centered on game development.

our vision
Our mission is to bridge the urban youth unemployment gap by building capacity through STEM principles. We believe the technical aspects of gaming and more particularly game development provides a fun way to gain technological skills which will be indispensable for generation to come and will lead to economic diversification.

sector
Digital storytelling
Technology
Youth

we provide
Computers / information technology access
Events
Training

Movie Directors of Zambia

what we do
We train and mentor upcoming Movie Directors using the WhatsApp channel.

our vision
To offer guidance to young men and women in the art management and business of movies with the hope to help provide work and entrepreneurship skills that may change lives for the better.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Film / TV
Youth

we provide
Mentorship
Personal development
Workshops

LudoHub

what we do
LudoHub is a digital entertainment hub that helps adolescents and young adults learn digital entrepreneurship skills through interactive and engaging bootcamps centered on game development.

our vision
Our mission is to bridge the urban youth unemployment gap by building capacity through STEM principles. We believe the technical aspects of gaming and more particularly game development provides a fun way to gain technological skills which will be indispensable for generation to come and will lead to economic diversification.

sector
Digital storytelling
Technology
Youth

we provide
Computers / information technology access
Events
Training

Movie Directors of Zambia

what we do
We train and mentor upcoming Movie Directors using the WhatsApp channel.

our vision
To offer guidance to young men and women in the art management and business of movies with the hope to help provide work and entrepreneurship skills that may change lives for the better.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Film / TV
Youth

we provide
Mentorship
Personal development
Workshops

LudoHub

what we do
LudoHub is a digital entertainment hub that helps adolescents and young adults learn digital entrepreneurship skills through interactive and engaging bootcamps centered on game development.

our vision
Our mission is to bridge the urban youth unemployment gap by building capacity through STEM principles. We believe the technical aspects of gaming and more particularly game development provides a fun way to gain technological skills which will be indispensable for generation to come and will lead to economic diversification.

sector
Digital storytelling
Technology
Youth

we provide
Computers / information technology access
Events
Training

Movie Directors of Zambia

what we do
We train and mentor upcoming Movie Directors using the WhatsApp channel.

our vision
To offer guidance to young men and women in the art management and business of movies with the hope to help provide work and entrepreneurship skills that may change lives for the better.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Film / TV
Youth

we provide
Mentorship
Personal development
Workshops
Mwana Apunzile Hub
Zambia
est. Jan 2017

**what we do**
We provide an online education portal, library and journal to the local schools in Zambia.

**our vision**
We are reshaping African education and helping reduce examination malpractices.

**sector**
Academia / research
Books/ publishing
Education

**we provide**
Computers / information technology access
Consultancy
Library

Night of Laughter
Zambia
est. April 2015

**what we do**
The hub provides a platform for young and talented standup comedians to discover themselves and excel as well as get exposed.

**our vision**
It’s there to provide a platform for anyone regardless of the background to discover their inner talent.

**sector**
Entrepreneurship
Performing arts
Youth

**we provide**
Events
Workshops

Role Model Zambia
Zambia
est. Feb 2013

**what we do**
The group was registered in 2013 under the National Youth Development Council of Zambia. We work with social entrepreneurs and focus on value-added crops.

**our vision**
Our areas of expertise are Agriculture, Good Governance, Climate Change, and Youth opportunities.

**sector**
Agriculture
Community leadership
Social justice

**we provide**
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Leadership development
Professional development

Mwana Apunzile Hub
Zambia
est. April 2015

acesmarttech@gmail.com
www.afterclass.website/acw_product_en.php
www.facebook.com/afterclass.website/

Night of Laughter
Zambia
est. Jan 2017

chingliz89@gmail.com
www.chingliz.com
www.facebook.com/NOLSeasons/

Role Model Zambia
Zambia
est. Feb 2013

rolemodelzambia@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/RoleModelZambia/
what we do
We promote upcoming filmmakers and film enthusiasts by providing them with skills training workshops and bootcamps in all stages of filmmaking. The biggest activity is an annual Film Festival with a very rich additional programmes.

our vision
The Film Industry in Zambia is at its very beginning proving an opportunity for thousands of youth to gain meaningful employment once developed. We promote making of movies that lead to social change and that can be further use for educational purposes: screening and discussions.

sector
Digital storytelling
Education
Film / TV
we provide
Film screenings
Training
Workshops

what we do
We offer knowledge sharing, information dissemination, and mentoring and coaching.

our vision
As a hub, we seek to create a platform through which young people and SMEs can get relevant information on specific topics in their area of interest by offering knowledge sharing sessions, presentations and mentoring. This information has largely to do with the business environment, finance, IT and commerce.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Unemployment
Youth
we provide
Business tools / strategy
Consultancy
Training

what we do
We offer a safe space for any dancer to rehearse, perform and network. The DEN was birthed out of street culture and an urban arts movement in Lusaka, Zambia.

our vision
We provide resources for empowerment for dancers as well as capacity building activities.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Performing arts
Youth
we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Personal development
Workshops

filmfestival@sotambe.org
/sotambe.org
www.facebook.com/sotambefestival/
Twitter: @Sotambefestival
Instagram: @sotambefestival
taskbarservices@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/TaskBarServices

#connecthubs
### The Hub Theatre
**Zambia**
est. May 2016

**what we do**
We create theatrical performances. We focus on Theatre and Arts to engage young people into speaking up, questioning things and generally be of relevance to their respective communities and to the nation at large.

**our vision**
Through our stories, we hope to ignite hearts to ask questions, provoke people’s emotions to expand their hearts to be more aware of what is around them.

**sector**
- Entrepreneurship
- Performing arts
- Youth

**we provide**
- Activism, advocacy or lobbying
- Content creation
- Mentorship

---

### The Keber Hub
**Zambia**
est. July 2018

**what we do**
The Keber Hub is a platform that allows creatives around the world to exhibit their talents and be mentored by professionals to teach to them how to monetize off of their creative talents and sensitize Africa about the importance of the creative industry.

**our vision**
To give opportunities to creatives, mostly in rural areas, the opportunity to monetize off of their creative talents to improve their livelihood and build awareness of self through embracing a creative talent.

**sector**
- Advertising / marketing
- Entrepreneurship
- Youth

**we provide**
- Business tools / strategy
- Content creation
- Mentorship

---

### Ubongo Game Lab
**Zambia**
est. June 2013

**what we do**
Ubongo Game Lab hosts various game development related events and workshops in Zambia and Sub-Saharan Africa that encourage participants to tell their own stories through games and interactive fiction. We are particularly interested in giving voices to African women with our regular Games Plus Girls workshops.

**our vision**
At Ubongo Game Lab, we work to facilitate the growth of game development within Zambia and Sub-Saharan Africa through workshops and providing resources to game developers within the region. We see it as an opportunity to create meaningful interactive content, transform education and preserve art and culture on our continent.

**sector**
- Computer science
- Digital storytelling
- Interactive media

**we provide**
- Content creation
- Training
- Workshops

---

### The Hub Theatre
**Zambia**
est. May 2016

**what we do**
We create theatrical performances. We focus on Theatre and Arts to engage young people into speaking up, questioning things and generally be of relevance to their respective communities and to the nation at large.

**our vision**
Through our stories, we hope to ignite hearts to ask questions, provoke people’s emotions to expand their hearts to be more aware of what is around them.

**sector**
- Entrepreneurship
- Performing arts
- Youth

**we provide**
- Activism, advocacy or lobbying
- Content creation
- Mentorship

---

### The Keber Hub
**Zambia**
est. July 2018

**what we do**
The Keber Hub is a platform that allows creatives around the world to exhibit their talents and be mentored by professionals to teach to them how to monetize off of their creative talents and sensitize Africa about the importance of the creative industry.

**our vision**
To give opportunities to creatives, mostly in rural areas, the opportunity to monetize off of their creative talents to improve their livelihood and build awareness of self through embracing a creative talent.

**sector**
- Advertising / marketing
- Entrepreneurship
- Youth

**we provide**
- Business tools / strategy
- Content creation
- Mentorship

---

### Ubongo Game Lab
**Zambia**
est. June 2013

**what we do**
Ubongo Game Lab hosts various game development related events and workshops in Zambia and Sub-Saharan Africa that encourage participants to tell their own stories through games and interactive fiction. We are particularly interested in giving voices to African women with our regular Games Plus Girls workshops.

**our vision**
At Ubongo Game Lab, we work to facilitate the growth of game development within Zambia and Sub-Saharan Africa through workshops and providing resources to game developers within the region. We see it as an opportunity to create meaningful interactive content, transform education and preserve art and culture on our continent.

**sector**
- Computer science
- Digital storytelling
- Interactive media

**we provide**
- Content creation
- Training
- Workshops

---

#connecthubs
Umotto Centre of Culture Zambia
Zambia
est. Dec 2016

what we do
Umotto Centre of Culture Zambia is a youth-led artistic expression organization. The Hub promotes social acceptance and human rights for young people and especially supports young people who identify as Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual or Transgender with a non-bias, non discriminatory approach & focuses on artistic expression among young people in Zambia.

our vision
The Hub exists to provide a safe environment for young people to express themselves through art. By using this safe environment, whether physical or online, any young person can be fully self-expressed, without fear of being made to feel uncomfortable, unwanted, or unsafe on account of biological sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression.

sector
Film / TV
Visual arts
Youth

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Content creation
Physical space

Waleleka School Arts Academy
Zambia
est. Jan 2016

what we do
Offers in-school and after-class arts education to children and young people in Chilanga in partnership with youth-led arts and culture groups. We aim to foster critical thinking, cultivate analytical solution-seeking skills in learners, nurture proficiency in mathematics, science, IT/ICTs, creative arts, culture, enthuse communities, bolster emergent social entrepreneurial economies, and rouse new knowledge.

our vision
To instill a passion for lifelong learning through interactive education for intuitive early childhood development in stimulating spaces, to tend pre-teens into high-performing curious citizens inspired by creative cutting-edge inclusive primary education with enthusiastic staff; stay relevant and meaningfully contribute to a secure future with adaptive skills and tolerant humanity.

sector
Education
Performing arts
Youth

we provide
Events
Physical space
Training

WECREATE Women Revolutionizing the World
Zambia
est. June 2015

what we do
WECREATE is a women’s entrepreneurial community in Zambia that offers women access to education, training and economically empowering tools and resources in a physical space, helping them to move from them informal to the formal sector whilst addressing gender barriers to entrepreneurship.

our vision
The WECREATE Center provides a strong support structure for women to grow sustainable businesses in an eco-inclusive and positive environment. Our social creative mission is to address gender barriers that disempower women to venture into male dominated sectors and to grow stable and profitable enterprises.

sector
Agriculture
Entrepreneurship
Women

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Physical space
Training
**what we do**

YCF Art and Creative Residency hub is aimed at the youth in the peri-urban townships and remote rural areas of Zambia that have fallen victim to Unemployment, Early pregnancy, Truancy, or any underlying factors leading to premature cessation of school activity.

**sector**

Community leadership
Crafts
Film / TV

**we provide**

Co-working space
Content creation
Leadership development

**our vision**

Through Mentors, Creative Arts Guidance Counselling, and Arts Skills training, we inspire otherwise disenfranchised youth away from pitfalls of poverty, alcohol abuse & drugs.

---

**what we do**

Some provinces in Zambia had too few teachers due to transfers which took people away from their families. We help teachers to find peers to swap roles with, and avoid geographic displacement. This helps government by not losing human resource in some schools. We have helped more than 10,000 teachers to successfully transfer by swapping, using social media and whatsapp adverts.

**sector**

Education
Non-profit organizations

**we provide**

Consultancy
Personal development

**our vision**

Our social mission is to help Zambian teachers be close to their families in an event that they are deployed in an area far from their families. This will help build families, parents will be able to raise responsible children at the same time retaining staff in Zambian schools.

---

**what we do**

Providing business ethos training; Mentorship and coaching for business growth; Access to finance; Provision of business development services; and Integrated sexual reproductive health services.

**sector**

Community leadership
Entrepreneurship
Youth

**we provide**

Financial services
Leadership development
Sexual reproductive health resources

**our vision**

Our mission is to nurture ideas into reality for socio economic sustainability.

---

**what we do**

Providing business ethos training; Mentorship and coaching for business growth; Access to finance; Provision of business development services; and Integrated sexual reproductive health services.

**sector**

Community leadership
Entrepreneurship
Youth

**we provide**

Financial services
Leadership development
Sexual reproductive health resources

**our vision**

Our mission is to nurture ideas into reality for socio economic sustainability.
zimbabwe
what we do
The Afrikera Dance Theatre Hub houses the only 3-year full-time Professional Dance Training in Zimbabwe. It targets and facilitates access to professional dance training to a majority of youth from low-income households. The curriculum is holistic with focus on Dance with a wide range of dance techniques on offer.

our vision
The ADTH is a home for artists and students as it provides a safe space to learn, create, collaborate. All feel empowered to express. AfriKera applies the philosophy of ‘Give Back’ from all stakeholders and dance practitioners locally, internationally and the diaspora to impart useful knowledge.

sector
Education
Performing arts
Youth

we provide
Physical space
Professional development Training

Afrikera.zim@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/afrikeraartstrust
Instagram: @afrikeraartstrust

Afro Tokyo Creative Network
Zimbabwe
est. June 2016

what we do
Afro Tokyo is a creative network that brings artist and writers together to create new media such as comic books, animations, and storyboards.

our vision
Afro Tokyo exists as a platform to facilitate visual digital artists and African storytellers to collaborate on different new media projects to share skills, collaborate and grow our respective industries.

sector
Books/ publishing
Digital storytelling
Visual arts

we provide
Co-working space
Design
Fundraising

Afrotokyo.CreativeNetwork@gmail.com
www.AfroTokyo.com
www.facebook.com/AfroTokyo/
Twitter: @comics4change
Instagram: @draftpicked

Afro Tokyo
Zimbabwe
est. Jan 2016

what we do
Afrobloggers is a hub that seeks to promote the blogging culture in Africa, a meeting place where creatives from all walks of life can connect, share their work and support fellow creatives even learn from each other’s journeys on how to best navigate the digital space.

our vision
To tell Africa’s story and be a space where the world can meet Africa. Created out of the need for creatives to find an audience and connect with fellow creatives, Afrobloggers exists to promote digital storytellers to populate the internet with the African narrative.

sector
Advertising / marketing
Cultural heritage
Digital storytelling

we provide
Advertising
Fundraising

Afrobloggers1@gmail.com
Afrobloggers.WordPress.com
Twitter: @Afrobloggers
Instagram: @afrobloggers

Afrobloggers
Zimbabwe
est. Jan 2016

#connecthubs
what we do
We are a group of young Africans who hail from every part of the continent and share skills and knowledge about Agriculture. Our vision is to collaborate and improve intra Africa Trade and also to facilitate partnerships in Agriculture among ourselves and also with others.

our vision
Our social mission is that Africa must stop being a begging bowl. And in our generation we will contribute towards that vision, by knowledge and skills-sharing as well as by collaborating to achieve Agricultural success across the continent.

sector
Agriculture
Entrepreneurship
Youth

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Business tools / strategy
Leadership development

AgripreneursHub
Africa
Zimbabwe
est. Dec 2018

what we do
AIHC provides a collaborative working space for rural basket weavers. Craft shop facilitates market linkages for weavers’ products. Provision of performance space for rehearsal and performances by local traditional dance groups. Murals are used as learning aids for visiting students’ informal education. Art gallery hosts rotating visual art exhibitions.

our vision
AIHC provides a venue and organises cultural and educational programmes for the public to learn and appreciate different facets of indigenous heritage, history and cultural context. AIHC researches on, documents and promotes tangible and intangible indigenous cultural heritage so as to develop and enrich the consciousness of the people.

sector
Crafts
Cultural heritage
Education

we provide
Co-working space
Events
Exhibition

Amagugu International Heritage Centre
Zimbabwe
est. April 2012

what we do
We are an arts and culture social enterprise that utilises arts and culture research, digital and physical spaces in the city to promote the growth of the Zimbabwean creative economy. We provide digital and physical space for artists to share their work, collaborate, network and co-create.

our vision
Arts Hub Zimbabwe’s mission is to be a one stop online resource for profiles, content and activities of various artists across the country as well as providing a friendly co-working space for creatives that promotes collaboration and network-ing with like-minded communities.

sector
Academia / research
Film / TV
Youth

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Co-working space
Content creation

Arts Hub Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe
est. Feb 2017

what we do
We are a group of young Africans who hail from every part of the continent and share skills and knowledge about Agriculture. Our vision is to collaborate and improve intra Africa Trade and also to facilitate partnerships in Agriculture among ourselves and also with others.

our vision
Our social mission is that Africa must stop being a begging bowl. And in our generation we will contribute towards that vision, by knowledge and skills-sharing as well as by collaborating to achieve Agricultural success across the continent.

sector
Agriculture
Entrepreneurship
Youth

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Business tools / strategy
Leadership development

AgripreneursHub
Africa
Zimbabwe
est. Dec 2018

what we do
AIHC provides a collaborative working space for rural basket weavers. Craft shop facilitates market linkages for weavers’ products. Provision of performance space for rehearsal and performances by local traditional dance groups. Murals are used as learning aids for visiting students’ informal education. Art gallery hosts rotating visual art exhibitions.

our vision
AIHC provides a venue and organises cultural and educational programmes for the public to learn and appreciate different facets of indigenous heritage, history and cultural context. AIHC researches on, documents and promotes tangible and intangible indigenous cultural heritage so as to develop and enrich the consciousness of the people.
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Amagugu International Heritage Centre
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what we do
We are an arts and culture social enterprise that utilises arts and culture research, digital and physical spaces in the city to promote the growth of the Zimbabwean creative economy. We provide digital and physical space for artists to share their work, collaborate, network and co-create.

our vision
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Arts Hub Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe
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Black Chalk & Co. is a creative agency bringing together writers, artists, designers, academics, and technologists with a mutual interest in publishing, curating conversations and exhibitions, and facilitating teaching residencies.

Our mission is to empower young adults to develop, manage, and promote themselves by developing a new African narrative. This is done by creating and presenting original, innovative and challenging works that contribute to the improvement in the quality and impact of their lives and talent.

We provide:
- Content creation
- Design
- Workshops

Our vision:
What animates all these activities is the effort to engender a new culture and new forms of publishing and creative production. Our work has led to a run of synchronized events, screenings, and public talks.

Blazer is an online, open-source, multimedia space designed to raise awareness of situations affecting young adults and generate feedback from them in forms not limited to: letters, articles, video, audio and images - consequently leading to positive action for causes and against the negatives.

Our vision:
Our mission is to empower young adults to develop, manage, and promote themselves by developing a new African narrative. This is done by creating and presenting original, innovative and challenging works that contribute to the improvement in the quality and impact of their lives and talent.

We provide:
- Co-working space
- Content creation
- Publicity / exposure

Bustop TV is a youth-run Zimbabwean media house that was established in 2014. We are widely known for our satirical skits that go viral as they comment on big political and social issues that affect society. Bustop TV has the most creative, talented and experienced personnel in comedy, journalism and film.

Our vision:
Bustop TV already produces news episodes for online platforms, which go viral and get reported on even in the mainstream media. Offering alternative media to young people in Zimbabwe.

We provide:
- Activism, advocacy or lobbying
- Content creation
- Photography / videography
**what we do**
Capital26free is a youth run podcast network that produces and broadcast podcasts covering, politics, sport, culture, music, art, creativity, business and career guidance with the goal to inform, engage, inspire and entertain.

**our vision**
Capital26free exists to promote youth expression by creating an enabling environment to have healthy conversations, promotion of talent, boosting of small to medium enterprises, speaking truth to power and facilitating the exchange of views through value adding dialogue.

**sector**
- Digital storytelling
- Radio / podcasts
- Youth

**we provide**
- Content creation
- Publicity / exposure
- Social media and digital marketing

capital26free@gmail.com
iono.fm/p/318
www.facebook.com/capital26free
Twitter: @capital26free
Instagram: @capital26free

---

**what we do**
Cottage #47 is a music studio that offers artists the opportunity to have their songs professionally recorded, mixed and mastered. It offers the opportunity for creatives to collaborate. It also provides a space in which producers create new sounds for different audio experiences.

**our vision**
Raise mental health awareness and create the best possible content in both audio and video form in order to reach organisational objectives.

**sector**
- Music
- Performing arts
- Visual arts

**we provide**
- Co-working space
- Content creation
- Photography / videography

cottage47zw@gmail.com
cottage47.co.zw
Twitter: @cottage47zw
Instagram: @cottage47zw

cottage47zw@gmail.com
cottage47.co.zw
Twitter: @cottage47zw
Instagram: @cottage47zw

---

**what we do**
Early Entertainment is a multimedia production studio which fosters strategic collaboration between different creative fields in Bulawayo with a special focus on film and theater for entertainment with a purpose. Our hub provides production resources, skills transfer, and artistic services or collaborations to young creatives with a social development cause.

**our vision**
Our hub creates outstanding African creative content using limited resources to show the struggling creative industry in Bulawayo how strategic collaboration can counter the lack of funding crippling them. This way we exchange skills and ideas which refine our products for a global market while preserving the genuine African narrative.

**sector**
- Film / TV
- Performing arts
- Project management

**we provide**
- Content creation
- Machinery / equipment
- Training

eilemmoyo@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/earlyentertainment
Twitter: @earlyenter10mnt
Instagram: @earlyentertainment

eilemmoyo@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/earlyentertainment
Twitter: @earlyenter10mnt
Instagram: @earlyentertainment
Humwe
Zimbabwe
est. Nov 2018

what we do
Humwe Community is an innovators and non-profit problem solvers hub aimed at educating and encouraging people to use crowdfunding to advance their communities.

our vision
Our mission is to boost the recognition and use of intellectual domestic resources to enrich our communities regardless of the challenges faced. Our ultimate goal is to create continuously adapting self-sufficient communities.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Non-profit organizations
Youth

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Charity drives
Financial services

ilducedynasty
music studio
Zimbabwe
est. Feb 2017

what we do
We offer music recording services which include vocal & digital sound engineering for upcoming musicians of all genres.

our vision
As a hub, our creative mission is to offer quality, accessible, domesticated recording services for upcoming musicians who may be marginalized and may wish to receive quality sound production. Our sound production has been appreciated and acknowledged by many local radio stations thus guaranteeing airplay for many upcoming artists.

sector
Music
Performing arts
Radio / podcasts

we provide
Consultancy
Content creation
music recording services

Imagination Bloq
Zimbabwe
est. Aug 2014

what we do
A network of Videographers, Blogger, Vloggers, Content Creators, Animators, Architects, Graphic Designers, Musicians, Visual Artists, Curators, Writers, Consultants, Digital Marketers, Photographers amongst others who inspire to shape and create a new Africa with creativity and innovation.

our vision
We believe everyone is creative and innovative in his/her own kind and their creativity and innovativeness in every industry can be harnessed and be turned into a solution for a larger community and even a business.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Journalism
Web development

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Design
Workshops

Imagination Bloq
Zimbabwe
est. Feb 2017

mafa@humwe.co.zw
www.humwe.co.zw
www.facebook.com/HumweOfficial/groups/
Twitter: @humwe_official
Instagram: @humwe_official

ilducedynasty@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/ilducedynasty
Twitter: @ilducedynasty
Instagram: @ilducedynastyzw

imagbloq@gmail.com
imaginationbloq.co.zw
facebook.com/imaginationbloq
Twitter: @IBLOQ
Instagram: @IBLOQ
**what we do**
The Incubator ZW is a creative hub that promotes collaboration and the creation of artistic productions in any art form. We believe that once creatives are given the most ideal conditions they can create truly unique and artistic productions that will inspire and have a positive impact.

**our vision**
The Incubator ZW exists to assist creatives in creating collaborative content and to encourage a cross-pollination of skills between creatives. Our social mission is that all creative pieces produced must address social issues being faced in the creatives communities and circles.

**sector**
- Education
- Performing arts
- Women

**we provide**
- Content creation
- Events
- Training

---

**what we do**
Innovation for Africa is an inter-disciplinary hub running various programmes to encourage innovation and promote entrepreneurship through trainings, workshops, and academia-industry interactions.

**our vision**
Our agenda is to unlock the innovative potential of Africa for the betterment of life in urban and rural Africa. This agenda is built on the premise that Africa has what it takes to identify and solve its biggest problems, and to meet its developmental needs through collaboration and innovation.

**sector**
- Entrepreneurship
- Technology
- Innovation

**we provide**
- Business tools / strategy
- Events
- Training

---

**what we do**
We are an entrepreneurship, innovation and community development hub. Our focus is on financial literacy, digital literacy and civic / political literacy through programs for our several hub communities: #Makers #Innovators #Creatives #SmallBusiness.

**our vision**
We have a place, people and programs in line with our purpose of serving youth and women. Our purpose is to ensure we create more than we consume.

**sector**
- Entrepreneurship
- Women
- Youth

**we provide**
- Business tools / strategy
- Consultancy
- Training

---

**what we do**
We are an entrepreneurship, innovation and community development hub. Our focus is on financial literacy, digital literacy and civic / political literacy through programs for our several hub communities: #Makers #Innovators #Creatives #SmallBusiness.

**our vision**
We have a place, people and programs in line with our purpose of serving youth and women. Our purpose is to ensure we create more than we consume.

**sector**
- Entrepreneurship
- Women
- Youth

**we provide**
- Business tools / strategy
- Consultancy
- Training
Mabvazuva Creative Hub
Zimbabwe
est. Dec 2017

what we do
Mabvazuva creative hub is incubating performing arts range from vocal and instrumental music, dance and theatre, sung verse and beyond. They include numerous cultural expressions that reflect human creativity and that are also found, to some extent, in many other intangible cultural heritage domains.

our vision
When we talk about the value of arts and culture to society, we always start with its intrinsic value: can how arts and culture illuminate our inner lives and enrich our emotional world. We also use the space for networking, organisational and business development within the social and creative sector.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Music
Performing arts

we provide
Co-working space
Events
Physical space

Madhorofiya Republik
Zimbabwe
est. Dec 1992

what we do
Madhorofiya Republik prides itself as creators of socially responsible and highly relatable content and spaces. Be it the Sadza in the Morning podcast or PaJecha animated series or Madhorofiya Socials, we believe that vibrant dialogue is and should always be the starting point in finding solutions.

our vision
Our mission is to use new media platforms and technologies to make information accessible to the youth. We believe that if the youth have all the information only then can they start making the best decisions for their futures.

sector
Digital storytelling
Film / TV
Radio / podcasts

we provide
Content creation
Marketing strategy

Madhorofiya Republik prides itself as creators of socially responsible and highly relatable content and spaces. Be it the Sadza in the Morning podcast or PaJecha animated series or Madhorofiya Socials, we believe that vibrant dialogue is and should always be the starting point in finding solutions.

our vision
Our mission is to use new media platforms and technologies to make information accessible to the youth. We believe that if the youth have all the information only then can they start making the best decisions for their futures.

sector
Digital storytelling
Film / TV
Radio / podcasts

we provide
Content creation
Marketing strategy

Mclara Multimedia Productions
Zimbabwe
est. Aug 2017

what we do
We have three departments: Mclara Films Production, Mclara Online Tv and Mclara Photography. In these departments we do film making, videography, photography, music videos, sound production, advertising and social media marketing. Our youtube channel Mclara Online Tv showcases Mutare businesses, events and artists. We do event planning and MC work.

our vision
Our mission is to advertise businesses, creative artists and events from Manicaland. This is because we lack countrywide exposure as a province and as the city of Mutare. We also lack filmmakers and our own Tv productions hence the need for us to create our own online platform.

sector
Advertising / marketing
Film / TV
Journalism

we provide
Content creation
Photography / videography
Social media and digital marketing
Memeza Network
Zimbabwe
est. Feb 2018

what we do
The Memeza Network is a collective of Podcasters from Bulawayo who are creating online content on various societal issues and also creating digital jobs through voice overs, jingles and other forms of media.

our vision
The Memeza Network is part of YIELD Trust, and the overarching mission is to “start and sustain conversations that help shape the youth for the future” and the hub works towards providing a safe space for youth to speak their truth and shout it out loud.

sector
Digital storytelling
Radio / podcasts
Youth

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Co-working space
Social media and digital marketing

info@yield.co.zw
www.yield.co.zw/memeza

Midlands State University Incubation Hub
Zimbabwe
est. July 2017

what we do
We promote Entrepreneurship, Innovation, Research and Development by serving start-up business ventures with mentoring, workspace, funding and networked services designed to accelerate their success. We match suitable projects to available funding while providing monitoring and evaluation though our unique pay as you work funding model that protects funding from abuse.

our vision
The Hub is platform that actively supports the beneficiation of Innovative Ideas and entrepreneurship skills to the community, enabling them to turn their ideas into commercially viable business ventures that generate income and self-employment opportunities. The Hub supports the development of life changing solutions for community, industry and the nation.

sector
Academia / research
Entrepreneurship
Project management

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Co-working space
Mentorship

info@hub.msu.ac.zw
hub.msu.ac.zw
Twitter: @MSUHubZW

MMBX Kreative Community
Zimbabwe
est. Jan 2018

what we do
MMBX Krea8ive Community is a co-working space which exists to empower young and emerging artists with skills development as well as opportunities in digital media, film and television production, audio production, illustration and graphics, and animation.

our vision
We are an arts organisation which aims to advance the appreciation, promotion and development of community based multimedia art as an enabler for positive socio-cultural and economic transformation in Zimbabwe. We initiate, facilitate and implement the production of media art which fosters positive change in our community.

sector
Digital storytelling
Film / TV
Photography

we provide
Co-working space
Photography / videography
Workshops

kc@mmbx.org
mmbx.org
www.facebook.com/bulawayo.tv/
Twitter: @multimediabox
**Mob Entertainment Zimbabwe**

**what we do**
As MobEnt we get the youth in our community to come and express themselves through their talents. We encourage self sufficiency, growth and teamwork. We provide audio, graphics and social marketing opportunities as well as podcasting.

**our vision**
Our Hub exists to create content, encourage young entrepreneurs, to spread HipHop cultural awareness, to add value to each member, and offer opportunities to work outside of our Zimbabwean community.

**sector**
- Music
- Performing arts
- Visual arts

**we provide**
- Mentorship
- Photography / videography
- Social media and digital marketing

---

**Moto Republik**

**what we do**
Moto Republik consists of a co-working space for creatives, office space for young start-up organisations, a workshop room and an events venue. Moto Republik is a cutting edge co-creation space.

**our vision**
Born by a need from the community for a space of their own where a blogger can brainstorm with a graphic designer, where a young activist can connect with a rapper. A space where young people can be inspired and collaborate to be part of taking their country forward.

**sector**
- Digital storytelling
- Entrepreneurship
- Youth

**we provide**
- Business tools / strategy
- Co-working space
- Workshops

---

**Mumhanzi Media**

**what we do**
We bring artists together through setting up shows for performances and mixtapes to move music online. We also have a music website that hosts Zimbabwean music.

**our vision**
Our hub exists to amplify and unify the voices of artists as a collective so that they may be seen and heard by a broader audience.

**sector**
- Advertising / marketing
- Music
- Performing arts

**we provide**
- Events
- Publicity / exposure
- Social media and digital marketing

---

#connecthubs
what we do
NGUWO apotheca is a curated design gallery and resource centre collecting, exploring and interpreting Zimbabwean cultural art and design concepts. A provocative space for the exploration of creative identity within a local context, a social space for controversy, an open place for discussions and a free artistic place for expression.

our vision
NGUWO apotheca’s philosophy moves away from representation and intends to explore artistic expression of culture in its broadest sense. It’s social mission is to explore the narrative surrounding the the culture of art and art in culture. To foster creative and meaningful dialogue between artists and the community.

sector
Cultural heritage
Design
we provide
Corporate social investment
Exhibition
Physical space

Nguwo apotheca
Zimbabwe
est. Sept 2018

Nyanzvi DzeTsvimbo
Zimbabwe
est. March 2017

what we do
NDT grooms and mentors young artists. It also records young music artists and promotes their music and brand. It organises festival, shows and concerts for upcoming and already nationally established artists. It organises radio, TV and newspaper interviews for young artists. It shoots free music videos for upcoming artists.

our vision
NDT exists because there is a void in the Zimbabwean music industry when it comes to Mutare artists. Most Mutare lack training, guidance, financial support, exposure, social encouragement, appreciation and community understanding. Hence NDT supports the young artists with knowledge, skills, free recordings, free videos and performance platforms.

sector
Music
Unemployment
Youth
we provide
Mentorship
Publicity / exposure
Training

trappercd2@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/nyanzvidzetsvimbo
Instagram: @trapperndt

Pagge Poetry Alive
Zimbabwe
est. March 2017

what we do
Page Poetry Alive nurtures expressive art forms through Page Poetry Alive sessions, exchange programs, and workshops. The sessions feature four page poets who each get a 10-minute slot to read their work to an audience that will engage in discussions and one artist from another performing art genre.

our vision
We believe that every person has a story to tell and every story has a contribution towards changing the world for the better. By giving these stories a voice through encouraging a vibrant reading culture and expressive platforms, individuals can be developed and in turn, develop communities they live in.

sector
Books/ publishing
Performing arts
Youth
we provide
Charity drives
Events
Workshops

info.pagepoetryalive@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/PagePoetryAlive/
Twitter: @PagePoetryAlive
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Pakuvakana Pedu
Zimbabwe

**what we do**
Pakuvakana runs advocacy campaigns and recovery programs and training for adult survivors of childhood sexual abuse.

**our vision**
To run recovery programs nationwide and to become a regional voice on women’s psycho-social and emotional well-being. To establish a training and research center on matters as they relate to women and recovery from experiences of childhood sexual abuse.

**sector**
Healthcare
Non-profit organizations
Women

**we provide**
Health services
Personal development
Workshops

Panacea Art and Designing Group
Zimbabwe

**what we do**
Panacea Art and Designing Group was formed in June 2016 to provide a platform for artists to be nurtured, motivated, managed and marketed on an international marketing level. Takudzwa Mathabire is the founder and he has groomed artists like Tynoh Swagg, Mdara Bonzo and the Black Shadows band.

**our vision**
Our hub exists to push forward local artists and their artistic works. We strive to make artistic products out of artistic ideas from various artists who include musicians, designers, and writers. Our mission is to make the local artist be recognised internationally.

**sector**
Advertising / marketing
Design
Youth

**we provide**
Arts materials / supplies
Charity drives
Design
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**sector**
Advertising / marketing
Design
Youth

**we provide**
Arts materials / supplies
Charity drives
Design

Panacea Art and Designing Group
Zimbabwe

**what we do**
Panacea Art and Designing Group was formed in June 2016 to provide a platform for artists to be nurtured, motivated, managed and marketed on an international marketing level. Takudzwa Mathabire is the founder and he has groomed artists like Tynoh Swagg, Mdara Bonzo and the Black Shadows band.

**our vision**
Our hub exists to push forward local artists and their artistic works. We strive to make artistic products out of artistic ideas from various artists who include musicians, designers, and writers. Our mission is to make the local artist be recognised internationally.

**sector**
Advertising / marketing
Design
Youth

**we provide**
Arts materials / supplies
Charity drives
Design
**Phygital Africa LAB**
Zimbabwe  
est. April 2019

**what we do**
Phygital Africa LAB is Zimbabwe’s first self funded Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality intensive care unit for nurturing and redirecting Creative talent towards newer skills.

**our vision**
We exist to accelerate the growth and mainstream adoption of Augmented Reality, VR/MR and other mixed realities in Zimbabwe and the SADC region as a whole. We do this through annual incubation, workshops and Trainee placements. Job creation and technology inclusivity is at the core of our humble efforts.

**sector**
Digital storytelling  
Entrepreneurship  
Technology

**we provide**
Business tools / strategy  
Marketplace  
Training

---

**Pineapple Creative Studio**
Zimbabwe  
est. Dec 2018

**what we do**
We are a dance studio focusing on promoting the Zimbabwean dance culture through Afro pop.

**our vision**
We just want dance to be recognized as an important part of our society, to help people gain confidence in themselves, feel encouraged to chase their dreams while having fun as well, with main focus on women.

**sector**
Performing arts  
Women

**we provide**
Content creation  
Personal development  
Workshops

---

**Rasha Film Hub**
Zimbabwe  
est. July 2018

**what we do**
We help emerging filmmakers and artists in the film sector through developmental programmes such as trainings and workshops. We bring them together with established filmmakers to create relationships between them.

**our vision**
Our mission is to be a doorway for aspiring filmmakers and artists to get into film. In the face of the many obstacles one faces we seek to play our part in assisting on the artists journey towards their dream.

**sector**
Film / TV  
Photography  
Youth

**we provide**
Co-working space  
Training  
Workshops
what we do
Savanna Trust is a civil society organisation that utilizes theatre as a medium for community development. It extends its physical and virtual space to start-up, mid-career and social entrepreneurs to dream, develop, create and realise their greatest potential by providing creative space, mentorship, leadership and arts management services.

our vision
The premise of Savanna Trust hub is to build the capacity of young and aspiring upcoming artists and art entrepreneurs. The Savanna Trust hub exists to provide guidance and an accessible working space to creatives and social entrepreneurs who are otherwise limited to services that can jumpstart their professional careers.

sector
Performing arts
Women
Youth

we provide
Mentorship
Physical space
Training

Shinga
Innovation Hub
Zimbabwe
est. March 2017

what we do
Shinga is an entrepreneurship & learning hub that capacitates youth & women in business specifically in the following clusters: tourism, mining, infrastructural development & agriculture, through giving them access to mentors and to funding sources.

our vision
Our hub exists to create a platform where the youth and women can be nurtured to feed into the mainstream economy and contribute towards the Gross Domestic Product.

sector
Women
Youth

we provide
Co-working space
Consultancy
Mentorship

Sax Lounge
Zimbabwe
est. Oct 2017

what we do
Sax Lounge is a hub that focuses on the development and awareness of the Saxophonist community. The saxophone is not a popular instrument and is often seen at the background and we aim to change that and showcase our growing community of young Saxophonists.

our vision
We are educating young saxophone players through workshop sessions, concerts and jam sessions. We hold events every month and give a platform to our members. We also hold charity events to raise money for orphanages. Through our activities all of our 16 members have seen a rise in their bookings.

sector
Music
Performing arts

we provide
Arts materials / supplies
Events
Workshops

Savanna Trust
Zimbabwe
est. Aug 2007

programs@savannatrust.com
www.savannatrust.com
www.facebook.com/Savanna Trust
Twitter: @SavannaTrust
Instagram: @trustsavanna

osborne.mate@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/iamkingzw
Twitter: @iamkingzw
Instagram: @iamkingzw

tinashe@shinga.co.zw
www.shinga.co.zw
www.facebook.com/shingathespace/
Twitter: @shingahub

#connecthubs
what we do
My hub shines a light on unappreciated art and creative works by young Zimbabweans with a bias towards music.

our vision
To help build a viable and sustainable arts industry in Zimbabwe by curating culture, content creation and giving fans a chance to get all the edgiest urban culture in one place.

sector
Journalism
Music

we provide
Content creation
Publicity / exposure
Social media and digital marketing

dodgeraviboy@gmail.com
www.shonaboyco.co.zw
www.facebook.com/KoolKidzZw
Twitter: @ShonaBoyCo
Instagram: @dodgeraviboy

Shona Boy Conglomerate
Zimbabwe
est. Aug 2015

what we do
Our hub unearths, grooms, nurtures and promotes comedy talent in communities.

our vision
Our main mission to use comedy to unite and heal our fractured society at the same time upholding the pure art form of stand up comedy. We endeavour to empower comedians by affording them platforms to be heard and their stories to impact a generation.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Film / TV
Performing arts

we provide
Content creation
Events
Workshops

simukacomedi@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SimukaComedy
Twitter: @simukacomedy
Instagram: @simukacomedy

Simuka Comedy
Zimbabwe
est. June 2011

what we do
We are an enterprise development, business consultancy firm founded in 2011 and currently operating in Southern Africa. The organisation which has its flagship entrepreneurship innovation centre in Harare has a pan-African perspective on entrepreneurship and innovation. We support sustainable economic growth in Africa by strengthening entrepreneurs and their enterprises.

our vision
Its aim is to positively disrupt the way Africa approaches enterprise development towards sustainability. This is achieved through the establishment of enterprise networks and ecosystems that provide a conducive environment for business essentials, training & development, mentorship, networks, access to information, markets, impact investment & traditional finance and advocacy.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Women
Youth

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Mentorship
Training

projects@stimulus.co.zw
www.stimulusafrica.com
www.facebook.com/StimulusAfrica/
Twitter: @StimulusAfrica
Instagram: @stimulus_africa

Stimulus Africa
Zimbabwe
est. Jan 2011

what we do
We are a Shona music conglomerate founded in 2015 and currently operating in Zimbabwe. We support the growth of the Shona music industry by providing a platform for artists to be heard and their stories to impact a generation.

our vision
Our aim is to positively disrupt the way Africa approaches enterprise development towards sustainability. This is achieved through the establishment of enterprise networks and ecosystems that provide a conducive environment for business essentials, training & development, mentorship, networks, access to information, markets, impact investment & traditional finance and advocacy.

sector
Journalism
Music

we provide
Content creation
Publicity / exposure
Social media and digital marketing

Shona Boy Conglomerate
Zimbabwe
est. Aug 2015

what we do
Our hub unearths, grooms, nurtures and promotes comedy talent in communities.

our vision
Our main mission to use comedy to unite and heal our fractured society at the same time upholding the pure art form of stand up comedy. We endeavour to empower comedians by affording them platforms to be heard and their stories to impact a generation.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Film / TV
Performing arts

we provide
Content creation
Events
Workshops

simukacomedi@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SimukaComedy
Twitter: @simukacomedy
Instagram: @simukacomedy

Simuka Comedy
Zimbabwe
est. June 2011

what we do
We are an enterprise development, business consultancy firm founded in 2011 and currently operating in Southern Africa. The organisation which has its flagship entrepreneurship innovation centre in Harare has a pan-African perspective on entrepreneurship and innovation. We support sustainable economic growth in Africa by strengthening entrepreneurs and their enterprises.

our vision
Its aim is to positively disrupt the way Africa approaches enterprise development towards sustainability. This is achieved through the establishment of enterprise networks and ecosystems that provide a conducive environment for business essentials, training & development, mentorship, networks, access to information, markets, impact investment & traditional finance and advocacy.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Women
Youth

we provide
Business tools / strategy
Mentorship
Training

projects@stimulus.co.zw
www.stimulusafrica.com
www.facebook.com/StimulusAfrica/
Twitter: @StimulusAfrica
Instagram: @stimulus_africa

Stimulus Africa
Zimbabwe
est. Jan 2011
what we do

The Boost Fellowship works with youth in areas of entrepreneurship training and incubation. Our entrepreneurs create social enterprises that not only benefit themselves but incorporates upliftment of communities as well. We run mentorship and leadership programs for our entrepreneurs with the aim to develop ethical leaders and sustainable business enterprises.

our vision

Our mission is to promote youth productivity, enabling them to build successful futures for themselves and their communities. We take the view that the success of future generations lies upon society. We offer holistic development to our youth. All our program components are inspired by Entrepreneur Intelligence philosophy.

sector

Community leadership
Entrepreneurship
Youth

we provide

Business tools / strategy
Leadership development
Mentorship

www.facebook.com/BoostFellowship/
Twitter: @BOOSTFellowship
ranga@boostfellowship.org
boostfellowship.org
www.facebook.com/BoostFellowship/
Twitter: @BOOSTFellowship

The Municipal Review
Zimbabwe
est. Jan 2018

what we do

We promote local government accountability, sustainability and transparency through encouraging stakeholder engagement and prudent financial management. We interrogate local authorities on bad audit reports thereby providing an independent oversight on the operations of local authorities. We also engage NGOs working with local authorities to measure their contribution to local development.

our vision

We exist because of a perceived expectation gap and the desire to make local authorities more accountable to citizens. Lack of accountability as well as poor financial management by local authorities need to be addressed and that underpins what we do.

sector

Academia / research
Community leadership

we provide

Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Accountability

admin@munrev.com
www.munrev.com
www.facebook.com/MunicipalReviewZW/
Twitter: @municipalreview
Instagram: @municipalreview

The Municipal Review
Zimbabwe
est. Jan 2018

The Twenty Five May Movement
Zimbabwe
est. May 2016

what we do

The 25 May Movement is a Pan-African organization that employs creative arts for social change on the African continent. It is a hub of ground-breaking conversations, exhibitions, workshops, and seminars. We ignite discussions around arts and culture, exploring visual narratives and design thinking, create compelling stories and promote creative problem-solving.

our vision

We tackle questions on how creative industries influence governance, human rights issues, democracy, and the process of self-actualisation. Our vision is to build a vibrant, dynamic and sustainable creative sector that contributes to development in Africa.

sector

Digital storytelling
Project management
Social justice

we provide

Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Events
Workshops

the25maymovement@gmail.com
the25maymovement.org
www.facebook.com/the25maymovement/
Twitter: @25maymovement
Instagram: @the25maymovement

The Twenty Five May Movement
Zimbabwe
est. May 2016
The VI League
Zimbabwe
est. May 2018

what we do
The VI League is a mixtape series that challenges upcoming rap artists to come up with songs all using the same instrumental. The songs are then compiled into a mixtape. The artists with the most popular songs are then invited for a cypher video for YouTube & Facebook.

our vision
The creative mission of the VI League is to give upcoming hip hop acts exposure and to hone their talent in the spirit of healthy competition. We provide a canvas for upcoming artists to express themselves and we hope to turn it into a community.

sector
Digital storytelling
Music
Youth

we provide
Content creation
Exhibition
Publicity / exposure

The Voice Knot Podcast
Zimbabwe
est. Feb 2018

what we do
An African podcast, promoting the voice within artists, public figures and entrepreneurs, + reviews and rants. An African Podcast hosted by @realnigelndlovu.

our vision
To promote the voice within African storytellers using audio and video.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Interactive media
Radio / podcasts

we provide
Content creation
Personal development
Publicity / exposure

Tribe of Influencers
Zimbabwe
est. Jan 2015

what we do
We connect Zimbabwean content creators to brands that are interested in their skills for influencer marketing. We have a database of bloggers, vloggers and podcasters. We provide training for content creators through workshops and seminars. We founded the Zimbabwean Blog Awards and the Zimbabwean Social Media Awards.

our vision
To build the content creation industry in Zimbabwe and make it viable for local content creators. We empower the content creators to be well trained in their content creation fields.

sector
Advertising / marketing
Digital storytelling
Interactive media

we provide
Content creation
Social media and digital marketing
Training

vithelaw@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/The-VI-League-165690164128103/
Twitter: @TheVILeague

bulletnigel@gmail.com
anchor.fm/voiceknotpodcast
www.facebook.com/VOICEKNOTPOD
Twitter: @TheVoiceKnotPod

info@tribeofinfluencers.com
www.tribeofinfluencers.com
www.facebook.com/tribeofinfluencers
Twitter: @zimblogawards
Instagram: @tribeofinfluencers
Umuntu
Zimbabwe
est. June 2016

what we do
Umuntu is a multimedia production company, music production studio and music collective based in Harare. As a studio and collective, we collaborate with underground artists in the Harare music scene to create fresh music and video content.

our vision
Our creative mission with the collective is to help these extremely talented artists generate content that can help them propel their music and careers.

sector
Film / TV
Music
we provide
Consultancy
Content creation
Events

Umahlekisa Comedy Club
Zimbabwe
est. March 2013

what we do
Our hub offers humour services and therapy using comedy as the main medium. We also bring together communities using comedy themed events and workshops.

our vision
Our mission is to raise awareness on social issues using humour and influencing social change. We also want to be a mouthpiece for spoken words artists to express themselves.

sector
Advertising / marketing
Community leadership
Performing arts
we provide
Consultancy
Content creation
Events

Voices of Fashion
Zimbabwe
est. Jan 2018

what we do
A platform for micro to small producers and artisans to voice the inspiration behind their trade while shaping their aspirations for their work. Voices works to build synergies between seasoned artists and designers to increase product development, brand awareness and foster lasting collaborations.

our vision
Voices works to Facilitate and mould the building of sustainable enterprises as a means to improving livelihoods from the trade of fashion. We work to tackle the issues that affect the sustainable trade thereof, so far we are working with ZimTrade to increase Market Access.

sector
Academia / research
Entrepreneurship
Fashion
we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Content creation
Personal development

83
what we do
Wasu Digital Media & Communication House unpacks and tells stories of businesses & communities within Manicaland Province to attract investors and visitors to the beautiful eastern part of Zimbabwe. The hub houses creatives in the digital space who are able to produce content that sells the province.

our vision
Our mission is to take Manicaland digital by giving young creative a platform to write, make videos (commercial advertising, short films, animations etc) & pictures as well as social media management of small business in the community.

sector
Advertising / marketing
Digital storytelling
Web development
we provide
Content creation
Photography / videography
Social media and digital marketing

what we do
Youth for Innovation Trust (YIT) brings forth development solutions by young people through helping them to tap into and harness social innovation in their different spaces. Through facilitating a culture of active thinking and participation members of YIT challenges socio-economic exclusion by effectively using ICTs and other strategies.

our vision
YIT exists to engender consciousness against discrimination on basis of age and gender through innovative solutions that uplift livelihoods for active global citizenship.

sector
Community leadership
Technology
Youth
we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Computers / information technology access
Training

what we do
Youth Invest works to promote the youth’s sustainable socio-economic development through synergy effort and conducting capacity building focused on inclusive entrepreneurship and civic engagement. Youth Invests stakeholders are aged between 16 and 35 years, primarily residing in Zimbabwe.

our vision
A generation of development-oriented youth capable of positive socio-economic impact is the vision that Youth Invest’s work is premised on. Young people are a resourceful demography of any population group and as such no authentic development can be realized without harnessing their abilities, skills and competencies.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Non-profit organizations
Youth
we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Financial services
Leadership development

what we do
Youth for Innovation Trust (YIT) brings forth development solutions by young people through helping them to tap into and harness social innovation in their different spaces. Through facilitating a culture of active thinking and participation members of YIT challenges socio-economic exclusion by effectively using ICTs and other strategies.

our vision
YIT exists to engender consciousness against discrimination on basis of age and gender through innovative solutions that uplift livelihoods for active global citizenship.

sector
Community leadership
Technology
Youth
we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Computers / information technology access
Training

what we do
Youth Invest works to promote the youth’s sustainable socio-economic development through synergy effort and conducting capacity building focused on inclusive entrepreneurship and civic engagement. Youth Invests stakeholders are aged between 16 and 35 years, primarily residing in Zimbabwe.

our vision
A generation of development-oriented youth capable of positive socio-economic impact is the vision that Youth Invest’s work is premised on. Young people are a resourceful demography of any population group and as such no authentic development can be realized without harnessing their abilities, skills and competencies.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Non-profit organizations
Youth
we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Financial services
Leadership development

what we do
Youth for Innovation Trust (YIT) brings forth development solutions by young people through helping them to tap into and harness social innovation in their different spaces. Through facilitating a culture of active thinking and participation members of YIT challenges socio-economic exclusion by effectively using ICTs and other strategies.

our vision
YIT exists to engender consciousness against discrimination on basis of age and gender through innovative solutions that uplift livelihoods for active global citizenship.

sector
Community leadership
Technology
Youth
we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Computers / information technology access
Training

what we do
Youth Invest works to promote the youth’s sustainable socio-economic development through synergy effort and conducting capacity building focused on inclusive entrepreneurship and civic engagement. Youth Invests stakeholders are aged between 16 and 35 years, primarily residing in Zimbabwe.

our vision
A generation of development-oriented youth capable of positive socio-economic impact is the vision that Youth Invest’s work is premised on. Young people are a resourceful demography of any population group and as such no authentic development can be realized without harnessing their abilities, skills and competencies.

sector
Entrepreneurship
Non-profit organizations
Youth
we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Financial services
Leadership development
what we do
Zimbo Jam documents the story of Zimbabwean society, arts and culture. We provide a platform for artists to show their work to the world and where we can help support artists in other ways, e.g. training.

our vision
Our mission is to document, challenge and celebrate Zimbabwean society, arts and culture. DOCUMENT- Archive Zimbabwe’s arts and culture heritage. CHALLENGE- Challenge artists to do better work, through training and critiques. CELEBRATE- Act as a place where the world can see the best of Zimbabwean art & culture

we provide
Activism, advocacy or lobbying
Personal development
Workshops

sector
Film / TV
Music
Youth

info@zimbojam.com
www.zimbojam.com
www.facebook.com/zimbojam
Twitter: @zimbojam
Instagram: @zimbojam